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would have stayed there if it were not for the
fierce and determined Blackfeet. Missoula
Valley hunters seem forced to do much the
same each hunting season today.
7. Been to the Missoula Lewis & Clark
Interpretive C enter lately? Oops, there isn’t
one. To see up to forty historically signifi
cant sites, you have to come to the Great

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Falls area. The corps stayed in G reat Falls for
extended periods. They blew through the

Dear Editor:

area is actually the center of Corps of

Missoula Valley like Bobcat fens do, to this

We acknowledge our friend and fellow

Discovery activities on the entire trail.

day, every other year. It’s been said that they

historian, Dr. Harry Fritz, as an esteemed stu

Consider:

passed through the Missoula Valley like gin

dent of history in many circles. W e’ve all

1. William Clark never saw Missoula. In

through a fraternity boy a t Homecoming.

admired his work for a long time. As Lewis

fact, when given his choice, he led a contin

and Clark history buffs, we first encountered

Nope. Everyone in the Corps of Discovery saw

him in about 1984. Fritz is best known for his

gent o f men and Sacagawea south of the fivevalley area, retracing his steps back up the

historical “spoofs,” much-admired pieces

Bitterroot Valley, rather than going through

Lewis and his men, much like present day trav

written with tongue in cheek. A prime

Missoula, a behavior often chosen by current-day travelers.

elers, in their haste to return to the lush valleys

example is his lecture to a group of Lewis and
Clark buffs titled “How Idaho Drove

2. Clark and his group were very anxious

8. Did the entire party visit Missoula?
and chose to enjoy the great fells. In fact,

of the Missouri, barely had time to relieve
themselves in the river at Missoula. They

Meriwether Lewis Mad.” In his banquet

to uncover their cache of tobacco at Camp

address to the Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage

Fortunate. N ot so Lewis and his group, as

Foundation’s 1984 meeting in G reat Falls,

they are believed to have sworn off tobacco

Signature Event? Oops, sorry about that.

Dr. Fritz regaled us with his argument that

for life after enduring the smog and air pollu

You’ll have to journey east with your family

Montana was central to the Lewis and Clark
epic and, in hilarious fashion, extended the

tion from burning campfires in what is now

to G reat Falls and Billings to take part in

borders of M ontana in both an eastern and

stayed an entire, enjoyable month at the fells.
9. Seen the schedule for the Bicentennial

present-day Missoula. Nothing has changed.

these wonderful events during the coming
commemoration.

western direction. Now comes another obvi

3. Lewis, hoping to navigate the maze of
insane intersections and trails in the

ous “spoof’ with his recent Montanan article,

Missoula area was, like many o f us today,

10. A t the time of Lewis and Clark, all the
grizzly bears were in the Great Falls area.

“The Core of Discovery.” Fritz has gone too

obliged to hire two Nez Perce guides to

Missoula, since that day, has had to settle for a

far this time by trying to confuse your readers

ensure minimum delays [lessen] and the pos
sibility of becoming lost in the area.

mascot named for a denizen of the great falls.

center of Big Sky football, Missoula, is some
how the epicenter of the Corps of Discovery.

4. O n their trip west in 1805, Clark chose
the challenge of the River of N o Return in

that all parts o f M ontana possess sites of true

The good professor’s claims have about as

Idaho, choosing almost certain death, rather

much relevance as asserting that Baker is the

than going anywhere near Missoula.

and convince them that, while it may be the

population center of Montana.
There really are significant Lewis and

5. W hen in G reat Falls the men ate very

11. Surely the good professor would agree
historic significance; we concede that only
Missoula had Fort Fizzle.
We could go on and on but we are certain
your readers get our point. We fully under

well, feasting on a few of the thousands of

stand why the good Professor Fritz wants to

Clark sites and areas throughout Montana—

buffalo inhabiting the area, along with succu

appropriate the story of Lewis and Clark for

the W hite Cliffs area of the Missouri, in Great
Falls, at Three Forks, the Dillon-Beaverhead

lent elk, trout, deer, and antelope. In the
Lolo area o f the Missoula Valley the men

Missoula. W hat else do they have these
days? Heck, recently a group from the Three

Billings, etc. There are even important sites to

were hungry and realized they had to brave
the treacherous, snow-capped Rocky

whipped their beloved Grizzlies.

this wonderful story NEAR Missoula on the
Lolo Trail, west of Lolo, Lost Trail area, and

salmon. Food in the Lolo Travelers’ Rest area

area, the rivers between Bozeman and

Mountains in order to dine on Columbia

descending into present day Idaho (always
considered a suburb of Montana).

was limited to truck stop fare and com dogs,

We must argue, however, given the true
record of the expedition and the develop

able just as we do today. It has been said that
this was the low, low point of the trek.

all o f which the men found totally unpalat

ment of Montana, especially from the view
point of those of us who are lucky enough to

and Nez Perce, all realized they had to go

live in the true heart of Lewis and Clark
country, that G reat Falls and surrounding

east of the Continental Divide at least twice
a year to fill their larders with meat and

2
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6. T he local residents, Shoshone, Salish,

Forks area, known as the Bobcats, even
Thanking you for allowing us to enter this
debate, we remain yr. obd’t srvnts,
R obert D oerk, Fort Benton,

Past President
Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation

The Honorable Randy Gray ’72, J.D/76
Mayor, Great Falls of the Missouri
Larry Epstein, Cut Bank ’70, J.D. '76
President and Grand PoohBah
Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation
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C enturies

and

A

rt

M’s Montana Museum of A rt and
Culture is marking the beginning of

U

the Lewis and Clark bicentennial

with two related exhibits, Centennial and
Bicentennial: Lewis and Clark in Perspective.
The exhibits will open May 16 and run
through September 6, with an opening
reception scheduled for May 28 in conjunc
tion with the Confluence of Cultures confer
ence.
The exhibits feature the work of western
artists who have depicted the Corps of
Discovery. In the twentieth century, artists
such as Edgar Paxson and Ralph DeCamp
took inspiration from the Lewis and Clark
expedition of a century before, producing
major works that kept with the romanticized
style then in vogue. Paxson’s Sacagawea and
DeCamp’s The Gates o f the Mountains are two
Quanah Parker, 1999, courtesy o f the artist Robert Orduno

Confluence of Cultures

I

nterested alumni and friends may want to join The University of Montana as it kicks off
the first major Montana event commemorating the bicentennial of the Lewis and Clark

expedition, A Confluence o f Cultures : Native Americans and the Expedition o f Lewis and
Clark. The three-day symposium will run May 28-30, offering a uniquely Indian perspective on

works of this nature that will be displayed.
O ther artists represented will be Joseph
Henry Charp and E.W. Gollings.
Artists today have a very different view of
the Lewis and Clark legacy. The second
exhibit will feature their work. It will include
the work of Native Americans who offer per
spectives often tinged with humor and irony.

the Corps of Discovery and its pivotal impact on American history.
“The Native American voice really has not been heard yet when it comes to Lewis and
Clark,” says symposium organizer David Purviance. “We hope to challenge both Indian and
non-Indian scholars to investigate the difficult questions underlying the legacy of encounters
between the explorers and native people.”
Faculty members and students from thirty tribal colleges and forty-four other institutions of
higher learning have been invited to present their research, detailing how life has changed for
tribes and tribal culture in the wake of the Corps of Discovery and the Euro-American tide
that followed.
Among the speakers are Johnny Arlee, a Salish elder and producer of a pageant on Salish
L

I

I

I

traditions and his tribe’s encounter with Lewis and Clark; Harry Fritz, chair of the UM history
department and a nationally recognized expert on the Corps of Discovery; and Jim Holmberg,
curator of special collections at the Filson Historical Society of Louisville, Kentucky, and

Rosebud Morning by Ralph DeCamp
PHOTO COUTESV OF THE MONTANA MUSEUM OF ART AND CULTURE

encampment, and humorous performances about the intrepid explorers. Registration informa

Artists from Montana and throughout the
West included in the exhibit are Sean
Chandler, Corwin Clairmont, Ivan Doney,
Gloria Emerson, Carm Little Turtle, Robert

tion is available online at www.umt.edu/cultures.

Orduno, and Jaune Quick-to-See Smith.

author of Dear Brother: Letters o f William Clark to Jonathon Clark.
The symposium will include music, art, storytelling, dance, dramatic performances, an

Spring 2003 Montanan
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thanks to the interest and support of the

T he C hicken

a n d the

Egg

Although the sorority is no more, its alumnae

baby partridges whose flight feathers had

placed chapter assets into a special trust that
primarily benefits the UM library.

mal partridges.
To determine why, he recorded the
uphill running on video and strapped two
accelerometers to the front and backside
of birds. Dial’s analysis of the physics of
flapping indicates that, like spoilers on a
race car, the wing beats helped press the
birds against the uphill slope, improving
the traction of their legs on the ground.
In his findings, recently published in
the journal Science, Dial proposes that the
feathered forelimbs of some small twolegged dinosaurs may have helped the ani
mals run up inclined or even vertical sur

T

sort of flapping motion involves a different

rationale? A new UM study about the

set of forces than those involved in aerial
flight.

gravity. Did the wing-like forearms

faces—during a chase, for example. This

of some dinosaurs suggest the next step in
evolution, giving the dinosaur egg a clear
evolution of flight may ease the minds of
those who have pondered these sorts of
questions.

Dial suggests that by modifying these
wing movements, birds or their ancestors

In nature, flightless birds frequently
beat their wings to help them walk and
run up steep slopes, according to Kenneth

“The journals are, of course, the single
most important volumes in the area of west
ern travel and exploration,” D ’Andraia says.
“This acquisition is timely because of the
upcoming bicentennial of the Lewis and
Clark expedition, and they are o f great value
to us as a research institution.”

Poetry Prof
H onored
M English Professor Patricia

U

Goedicke recently received the

2002 Beloit Poetry Journal’s $3,000
Chad Walsh Poetry Award for her poem,
“Hole,” a dark lyric that was published in the
journal’s Summer 2002 issue.
Goedicke is the author of twelve volumes
of poetry, most recently As Earth Begins to
End, which was recognized as one of the top
ten poetry books for the year 2000 by the

may have been able to launch themselves
briefly into the air and control their

American Library Association’s Booklist.

descent as they ran downhill. He specu

Before joining UM’s creative writing pro
gram, Goedicke taught at Sarah Lawrence,

lates true flight may ultimately have
evolved from these beginnings.

Dial, a professor in UM ’s Division of

UM sorority that disbanded in 1971.

Biological Sciences. In fact, he found that
been trimmed or removed couldn’t scuttle
up slopes as steep as those scaled by nor

o fly or to flap, th at is the question.
To soar or to remain a slave to

Theta Rho Chapter of Delta Delta Delta, a

O hio University, Hunter College, Kalamazoo
College, and the University of Guanajuato.
Among her other awards are a Pushcart Prize,

Early Lewis

and

M has acquired the earliest autho
rized edition of the Lewis and Clark
journals. Titled History o f the

U

Expedition Under the Commands o f Captains
Lewis and Clark, to the Sources o f the Missouri,
the books are housed in Special Collections
at the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library.
The 1814 two-volume set—bound in red
morocco leather—is valued at about $15,000.
The books, among 1,417 first printed in
Philadelphia, originally sold for $6 per copy.
^
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a National Endowment for the Arts Creative
Writing Fellowship, and a Rockefeller

C lark

Foundation residency in Bellagio, Italy.
This first authorized edition leaves intact
the raw quality of the diaries, retaining a
sense of danger and high adventure, accord
ing to Frank D’Andraia, UM dean of library
services. Also of interest is that they were
once owned by Henry Villard, the Germanbom financier who brought the railroad to
Missoula in 1883 and for a time controlled
most major transportation in the Pacific
Northwest.
D’Andraia says the volumes were acquired

J Scho o l 's Ja m m in '
M’s J School is proving something

U

many of us have suspected all along:
it’s one of the best in the country. In

an ongoing competition for 2002-2003
Hearst journalism Awards, UM is besting
larger schools such as the University of Texas
and Pennsylvania State. Dean Jerry Brown
continued on page 5

*

( j r e e t in g s

R

fro m

1 any colleges and universities assert claims about a family

tfie

|

r e s id e n t

however, will n o t suffice to explain the

I\
/ 1 tradition. By the use of the terminology, I refer to the
I \ / 1 tendency for generations to follow each other in their

loyalty and devotion these wonderful sto

I

ries replete with details that stir empathy

»

pchoice of the same college or university. Such genera

tional loyalty makes a huge difference over the long term, often
assuring support for the margin of excellence on campus. In fact,

ries reveal. I know you will find these sto
and understanding.
Finally, this issue also documents one

that loyalty and dedication has become so critical to success in

more national championship for UM.

attracting private support that institutions sometimes exaggerate

Everyone’s favorite mascot lives in
Missoula, as we Griz fens have known for

their claims about the “family tradition.”
This issue of the Montanan offers some insight into the validity
and cogency of U M ’s claim. T he following pages provide documen
tation of the strong bond between the University and its alumni.

some time and the world now concedes. Congratulations to
Monte!
I wish you all the best in this new year.

During my nearly thirteen years at UM, I have always marveled at
the close association between the University and its alumni. For
reasons that those of us who have attended the University find dif
ficult to articulate precisely, the experience profoundly shaped us as

George M. Dennison ’62

citizens and engaged professionals. T hat experience alone,

President

each cycle determines the school’s rank.

reports that, at last count, UM had garnered

long competition that includes six contests in

eighth place nationally in the overall points

writing, three in photojournalism, two in radio

competition.

broadcast news, and two in television broad

ties compete in the program, which gives

cast news. The number of points each partici

more than $400,000 in awards, matching

pating school’s students accrue by the end of

grants, and stipends annually.

The Hearst Awards, considered the
Pulitzer Prize of college journalism, cap a year

Students from 100 colleges and universi

Y o u n g Blood
riz football fans were crying,
I

his thirteenth season in the

w “Say it ain’t so, Joe” in early

NFL (currently with the San

December when coach Joe

Francisco 49ers). His uncle,

Glenn announced he was leaving UM
to coach the University of Wyoming
Cowboys, taking most of his staff with
him. G lenn accepted a position at
Division 1 Wyoming after an impres
sive three-year run with the Grizzlies
and a 39-6 record that included two
championship game appearances and one national championship.
But the hiring of Bobby Hauck a few weeks later had fans smil

Tom Hauck, a position coach
for the Grizzlies, is a holdover
from the previous Montana
staff.
A t thirty-eight, Hauck is the
youngest head football coach at
Montana in at least fifty years.
The past four years he coached for the University of Washington
Huskies, most recently as the special teams coordinator and

ing again.
Hauck’s connection to UM and Montana, along with his fami

coach. Before that he coached at the University of Colorado and
Northern Arizona University.

ly ties, seem to bode well for his future as the Griz head football
coach. Hauck grew up in Big Timber and was coached there by his

“It’s great to be a Montana Grizzly,” Hauck said at a press con
ference where he was nearly upstaged by his six-year-old twin

father, Bob Hauck, Sr.
He graduated from UM in 1988 with degrees in business and

daughters. “I’m hoping this is a long and prosperous run for The
University of Montana during my tenure.” O ne of the first things

physical education, lettering twice in track and field. His younger
brother, Tim, was a standout defensive back for Montana and is in

the coach did on taking the position was make a recruiting trip
across Montana.

S p ring 2003 M ontanan
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T ell U s W hat Y o u T h in k

M

ontanan readers now have an easy
way of letting us know what they

readers to communicate among themselves
on particular issues.

think of the magazine— a discus

As you might imagine, we’re excited

sion board connected to the Montanan site
on the UM Web pages.
Montanan C hat is posted at the top o f the

about this new way of connecting with our

M o n ta n a n C h a t

readership and we encourage you to voice
your opinion about anything and everything

Montanan page. O n entering the chat area,

least for the time being, but we’re hoping to

to do with the magazine.

the users are asked to do a simple and quick

gather reader reaction to what we do through
the discussion board.

Our Web guru has included a guest map
along with the M ontanan Chat. Readers can

A t the end of each article posted on the

put a push pin at the geographical area where

registration for security purposes. Then they
are able to post their comments to the board.
Originally, Montanan staff looked at creat
ing a site that would allow for mini-surveys of

Web, the reader has the opportunity to link

they live and post a comment. Log on to our

to M ontanan C hat to give an opinion about

site at www.umt.edu/comm, claim your spot
on the guest map, then register with

readers that would elicit opinions about each

that article. Readers can log onto the site

feature article in the magazine.

after perusing the magazine and tell us what

Technical problems nixed that idea, at

Ba r n A g a in !

they think. M ontanan C hat also will allow

of the bam in its various roles as ware'
house, factory, and legend. All along the

A

traveling exhibition featuring a

tour the individual museums, working

M jL

staple of the Montana landscape

with M CH, will present complementary
public programming. Each venue

M

m is making its way across the

state. T he Smithsonian’s B am Again!

will enhance the Smithsonian

Celebrating an Am erican Icon began a
statewide tour in January with a gala

exhibition with its own a rt and

reception in Clancy’s Jefferson County
Museum.

their stories and each area’s agri
cultural history and heritage.

T he exhibit explores bam s in all seg

artifacts, focusing on local bams,

T he exhibition surveys the

ments of American life, from their agri

agricultural changes that led to

cultural forms to their use in advertising.

architectural adaptations on the
form, following major movements

Sponsored by the UM-based Montana
Committee for the Humanities, the
exhibit also has been hosted by the
Wedsworth Memorial Library in Cascade
and the Big H orn County Historical
Museum in Hardin. O ther venues are the

in American history such as nine- f i {
teenth-century European immigra- HBg
tion and westward migration.
Industrial farming in the twenti-

“

■

Glacier County Historical Museum in

eth century has rendered many tradition*
al bam s obsolete because they cannot

C ut Bank May 11-June 14, the Phillips
County Museum in Malta June 22-26,
the Lewistown A rt C enter A ugust 3 -

accommodate the enormous machinery
and harvests of today’s large-scale farms.

September 13, and the Beaverhead
County Museum in Dillon September
21- O ctober 31.
- Bam Again', looks a t the origin and fate

M ontanan C hat and tell us what you think.
We can’t wait to hear from you.

Highlighting distinct architectural
types, the exhibition’s variety of bam
styles reveals the creativeness of farmerbuilders who adapted these structures to
fit their own needs.

The Nelson faafly bam sear Lewistown

A lumni Profile

NG

B Y

I

T O M

L U T E Y

t’s ten minutes before four and we’re strolling out of
Dahlberg Arena with the head of U M ’s most beloved
creature stowed in a black duffle bag. We dodge
grade-schoolers racing bikes down the sidewalk,
make our way past football players engaged in winter

conditioning exercises, then slip over to a Ford Explorer waiting

parking lot.

Doesn’t anybody know? W e’re packing the furry skull of the
one UM personality who could keep beer taps flowing from
Plentywood to Wisdom and never pick up the check, the only
character I know who can be described using “hairy back” and
“sex appeal” in the same sentence. He’s the only M ontanan to
ever gamer 9 percent of the vote in a national election, let alone win.
“Hey, Monte,” I say, with the same indiscretion that prematurely
ended my younger brother’s relationship with the Tooth Fairy. “How
many people know you’re you?”
A nd there it is, that snort that tells me he hasn’t found a person yet
who could keep his secret. He throws the head in the back of the SUV
then rattles off all the times he’s gone to pay restaurant checks only to
find the words “Thanks Monte” written where the amount should be.
Monte’s the big mammal on campus. He’s the Capital O ne mascot of
the year. He’s taken a volunteer job as a guy in a bear suit to the
national stage. He does TV commercials for ESPN. He’s on the sports
apparel trade show circuit. T hat’s a hard act to keep a lid on.
“Way too many people know this secret,” he says. “And it’s a secret
you can’t keep. People are always like, ‘Monte, are you Monte?* or,
‘Hey, do you want to go to the football game with us Saturday?* How
many times have I turned that down?
“Well, most people over the age of twenty-five don’t know,” says
S p ring 2003 M ontanan
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the actor who auditioned to be the bear in 2001 after friends told him

to push the hairy one beyond

to stop talking about how cool the job would be and just apply. The

the bounds o f sports.

under-twenty-five crowd, starting with the maroon clad athletes who
compete for UM, figure it out the first time he climbs aboard their team

W h at’s it like being
M onte? Remember Being

bus. Clearly he is not a player.

John Malkovich, that bizarre

Turns out, the Capital O ne National Mascot o f the Year, a motor

1999 movie in which a man

cycle-riding, back-flipping, break-dancing Ursus horribilis is an Eastern

stumbles upon a membranous

Montana ranch kid. He’s a twenty-three-year-old theater graduate—
single, with a human cub of his own—who doesn’t mind shedding 5 to

room that leads inside the
head of stage and screen

7 pounds of water weight per performance. But he keeps his identity

actor John Malkovich? It’s

under wraps, because after all, there’s a fine line between being Big Man
on Campus or just another guy in brown shag pajamas.

kind of like that. Monte and

There’s no evidence of the bear, or Grizzly athletics for that matter,

the man who plays him are
two different people.

in the mascot’s house, with the exception of his Capital One trophy, a

T h e bear is stunningly

giant pewter bowl, which is quickly pulled from the television stand

athletic, capable of standing

and put away whenever anyone knocks on

tiptoe on his cloddish-look

the door. He has a football autographed by

ing feet and break dancing

M onte oozes
machismo. He's a

former NFL quarterback Joe Montana dur

like Michael Jackson. The

ing a Super Bowl commercial shoot Monte

actor has a distinct idea of his

did after his big win.

alter

lady’s bear\ a
fashion plate,
an d a trendsetter.

ego.

M onte

oozes

The kids just can’t leave him alone. And
vice versa.
Monte w as named Mascot o f the Year the
first day of 2 0 0 3 during the Capital One
Bowl game in Orlando, Florida. The furry
one won out against mascots in a national
competition, thanks equally to his alumni
support and his own notable talents.
Monte made a state of Griz fans happy
when he announced in late March that he
would return for another year at UM.

There’s also an impressive collection of

machismo. He’s a lady’s bear,

regional trophies atop a bookcase in his

a fashion plate, and a trend

bedroom, though no one gets to see these

setter. He has a swagger in his

treasures of mascotdom. The entire town

stride so big his head sways about eight inches left and right of center

might come to the conclusion that this

with every step. This is the bear at his best, more human, overcorrect-

small-town boy is its beloved mascot, but
the Monte will deny it until his term is done.
“Being the bear is not the hard part. It’s the planning,” Monte says.

ing his movements like a driver’s education student. “But he’s a clumsy,
overachieving bear who can’t be what he really wants to be, which is
human,” says the bear performer.

“I have a certain amount of pride. I want to give people more than they

Inside the suit, the man who is M onte stares through a pop-can sized

expect. The first mascot who started it all, the (San Diego) Chicken,
said ‘If you do more than they expect, they’ll call you again.’”

hole at a world that is uniquely the mascot’s. Covered with a black

Doing more than expected has resulted in Monte videos played out
on the gigantic Griz-vision screen in Washington-Grizzly Stadium and

from the wearer’s eyes. W ant the full Monte experience? Trade your
glasses in for a long toilet-paper tube then fire up your motorcycle and

equipment upgrades-from sidewalk scooters, to four-wheel, all-terrain

try riding across the footbridge through a throng of drunken Griz fans.

vehicles, to a V-twin motorcycle complete with maroon trim and Griz
logos. Concerned that his costume head was too heavy and not sturdy

“I have no peripheral vision. None,” says Monte. “A nd I can’t see
what’s going on below me.”

enough to accommodate headstands, Monte had the head modified by

More than one child rushing to embrace the bear has accidentally
been kneed in the head, Monte says. It’s a dreadful crunch for the cos

a champion bird taxidermist. A gunsmith was then contacted to fasten
a skateboarder’s helmet to the inside of the head with lightweight, superstrength metal—anything to take Monte’s stunts to the next level

mesh, the hole is truly the bear’s nose and it’s a good seven inches away

tume wearer, who then has to calm a child convinced she’s been mauled
by an oversized teddy bear.

“A nd when everything starts going to hell,” the mascot says, “start
taking off your clothes. You can fix everything with a strip tease. Monte
taught me that.”

Many of Monte’s stunts are endlessly worked on. Standing at half
court in Dahlberg Arena, a good two hours before the Idaho State game,

His hope is that when he’s done, a better Monte comes along with
new tricks and jokes. This Monte sees himself as an ambassador for the

at the hoop behind him. It’s an unorthodox shot, to say the least. With

entire school, not just the athletic department. Half his weekly ration
of appearances involves children at schools or hospitals. It’s his attempt
©
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Monte draws his eyes half closed and hucks three dozen basketball shots
his arms outstretched at shoulder level, he grasps the ball like a pair of
human salad tongs. He lines up his feet with a crack in the floor and
then catapults the ball backward. Every shot hits iron and the twentieth

attempt slips through the net. There are a few cheerleaders milling

turning his performance up a notch every time he returns to the court.

around, along with a couple kids who seem oblivious to the brown shag,

A t most schools, the mascots and dance teams perform during timeouts

four-fingered gloves worn by the man shooting backwards at the hoop.

reserved for media breaks, but at UM Monte gets his own performance

The mascot is known for making this shot during the game with a much

times, as many as three a night. T he bear is up for it, although it means

higher completion rate than the one he displays practicing.

mapping out three different skits, as many as six in a week when the

“It’s funny, I actually make more with my head on than with the

basketball team is home for two games. Tonight Monte has a gunnysack

head off,” Monte says. “I’ve been working on a new one where I throw

full of brick-sized Idaho spuds to hand out to the crowd. A nd he’s plan

it between my legs, but that one’s not going well so far.”
The hoops session is cut short by a mandatory pre-game appearance

ning on telling the crowd how the bear’s heart was broken on

at the Press Box bar, located due north of the school and across the

But his first skit brings the night to a crashing halt. During a slamdunk maneuver, which involves four burly men catapulting the bear to

Clark Fork River. The purpose of this show is to work the Press Box
crowd into a Grizzly lather before the game. Monte climbs walls, stands
on tables, and charms at least one girl at every table in the smoke-filled

Valentine’s Day.

the hoop from the top of the key, Monte is tossed a little too high. He
hits the rim with his mid section, clutches it for a half second before

cot typically fires up his motorcycle inside the bar and drives out the

falling ten feet to the hard wood. There’s a safety mat to catch him, but
Monte misses it by a good four feet. There are a few cheers before the

door southward into the darkness toward Dahlberg Arena and the game

crowd of 4,000 realizes this isn’t part of the act. Monte is lying on the

of the night.

floor in heap. The man inside the suit is staring out the pop-can-sized

room. After about forty-five minutes of costumed rowdiness, the mas

The grand exit is supposed to be M onte’s March, an event that ide

hole in the stuffed animal’s snout, trying to regain his wits.

ally involves leading the bar crowd over the footbridge and to the game.

“Great pass,” Monte says to a couple of cheerleaders rushing in to see

But it’s February in Missoula and typically the patrons watch, shivering

if he’s okay. “Whew, I’ve never missed the mat by that much before.”

in the doorway, as Monte speeds into the darkness making his own

Monte gets up, hopping frantically around the court in pain, then does an

wind chill as he goes.

elaborate collapse, and allows the cheerleaders to drag him from the court.

We’re arriving at the arena alone and incognito. The mascot

He peels off the right sleeve of his suit to reveal a bloody, swollen

removes his costume between gigs because it’s hot as hell. Already, his

elbow. Later doctors will diagnose the injury as a deep bone bruise,

short-cropped hair is soaked, just from forty-five minutes of bear hugs
and heinie rubs at the Press Box. The basketball players have finished

which isn’t too serious. But they will also determine that a fractured left
wrist and tendons damaged during a Griz football game last fall will

their warm-ups and the pre-game clock shows less than five minutes to

require surgery.

game time. “I love your scent,” says an intern who helps Monte back
into his now damp bear suit. “We ought to put it in a bottle and sell it.”

keting director. The mascot already has talked to paramedics about

The bear suit soaks up so much sweat, it can only be used twice

acquiring a sling so he can return to the court and finish his act, even

“I’m sorry,” Monte tells his boss, Dan Hawley, Grizzly Athletics mar

before it’s too ripe for public appearances, Monte says. This limits the

while a doctor and trainer

number of performances he can make to about four a week. Between
performances, the mascot’s hide is machine washed at a coin-operated

whirl about the room try
ing to figure out if Monte

laundromat where the staff has been sworn to secrecy.

needs X-rays.

One minute to game time. Already there’s a gaggle of little girls
peeking through the papered windows of M onte’s dressing room. They
give messages to every adult walking in and out of the bear’s lair.

G o show th e fans
you’re okay, concedes
Hawley after failing to

“Tell Monte to come out. Tell him to get out here and bring some

discourage the mascot.

little teddy bears.” “Tell Monte he’s taking too long.”
When the bear emerges from his dressing room, little girls mob him.
They bring him to the floor, then pile on. This is what it is all about,

Then, put the bear in the
bag and walk away with

Monte later says, the children. They let him go after a couple seconds
and he pounces onto the middle of the basketball court like Tigger lost
in a Ritalin moment.
He is pulling out all the stops—romancing cheerleaders, cozying up
to the referees, high-fiving players as they race through a gauntlet of
pompoms. He’s in and out of the dressing room in six-minute spurts,

the crowd.
When Tom Lutey ‘95 isn’t
playing paparazzi to UM ’s
carpeted celeb, he writes far
the Spokesman-Review in
Spokane, Washington.
S p ring 2003 M ontanan
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THROUGH
THE

I fith this series of generational
l A I stories, the Montanan staff
¥ ¥ fulfills a promise made more
than two years ago. In our Fall 2001
issue we asked readers with “genera
tional pull— those who could boast
three or more generations of UM
alumni— to write in with stories about
their families.The response was grati
fying and the task a little daunting,
hence the gap in time between the
request and this issue. Geariy, space
limitations do not allow us to tell all of
their stories, but all families who
responded are included in the coming
pages. We believe the families we are
featuring are at once distinctive and
representative of UM’s alumni and
hope readers will find points of inspira
tion as well as common threads of
interest in these pages. Welcome to an
exploration of UM generations.
1

-Joan Melcher, editor

Illustrations by Mike Egeler

I n THE
BLOOD
B Y

P A D D Y

A.B. Guthffe, Eden Atwood, and Gus' Miller
O ’ C O N N E L L

M A C D O N A L D

hirteen years ago, I interviewed A.B. “Bud” Guthrie, UM alumnus, Pulitzer

T

Prize winner, Academy Award nominee, and revered author of The Big Sky.

The drive from Missoula to the Guthries’ home was brutal. After bouncing
my Volkswagen Rabbit along rutted, dust-caked, two-lane highways, I ratded

to a stop at a phone booth in Choteau, where I called Mr. Guthrie for further
directions. Half an hour later, at the end of a narrower, ruttier, snakier road, 1 p

home. My legs clacked together like bamboo wind chimes.
Carol Guthrie’s smile radiated hospitality as she ushered me inside the house, but my anxiety
was unquelled. The punishing drive, coupled with my awe of the hegemonic Guthrie, rendered me
witless. W hat I needed was a clever opening gambit. Instead, as Bud approached me, his hand out
stretched to shake mine, I blurted the question foremost on my brain: “How can you live out here
in the middle of nowhere?”
Guthrie gave me this look, his pupils contracting to pinpoints of astonishment behind formida
ble, black-rimmed spectacles. Because to Bud, the surrounding landscape, particularly Ear
Mountain, which loomed nearby, was his “fix on the universe.” Like Dick Summers, a recurring
character in Guthrie’s novels, Bud’s vision of paradise was to be “close to the mountains but out on
the plains, where a man could look west and see the jagged wall that separated the worlds and east
where distance ran beyond the reach of his eyes.” He was a Montana man to his very core.
A.B. Guthrie died in 1991, but passed on his love for Montana—as well as a daunting artistic
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to answer UM drama Professor
Jim Kriley’s call for help in start

Although Gus Miller lived her first fourteen years in Lexington,

ing up a M ontana Repertory

Kentucky, she and her family summered in Montana, the place closest

Theatre board, an entity which

to their hearts. “It wasn’t exactly ‘My Old Kentucky Home,”’ Gus says

exists today as th e Advisory

of her southern upbringing. “We only lived in Kentucky because my

Council. Gus also directed her

dad had a job there.” W hen her parents’ marriage broke up, Gus moved

energy toward the A rt Chateau

with her mother to Great Falls, where she attended high school for two

in Butte, serving on its board for

years. After a stint at a private eastern academy, Gus was accepted at

six years, and the Museum of the

UM, where she “had about as much fun as the law would allow” before

Rockies in Bozeman, where she

earning an English degree.

joined its regional board of

Gus won a scholarship to New York University, where she earned

trustees.
But Gus’s main focus has been

her master’s degree in publishing, then landed a job as a reader at
Viking Press. “I worked on the M ontana chapter of John Steinbeck’s

the

Travels with Charlie, she says. “They needed someone to check it for

Performing Arts Inc., where she

accuracy.” She was also the first one at Viking Press to read the manu

was vice president for several

script of One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest. “I loved it!” Gus says. “I

years before taking over as presi

remember going to the editors and saying, W e must publish this book.’

dent. “We’ve raised four million

As if, at age twenty-three, I knew anything.”

Jm H

legacy—to his daughter, Helen ‘Gus’ Miller, and granddaughter Eden
Atwood, both of whom are UM alumnae and M ontana residents.

Butte

C enter

for

the

dollars for the Mother Lode

“New York was exciting,” Gus says, “and like many young people,

Theater,” Gus says. “We have an

that’s what I saw at first.” Gus recalls taking her college friends, the

endowment fund and a portfolio.

Three Young Men from Montana— Dick Riddle, Pat Fox, and Bob

My primary goal each year is to

Rubie— to see Judy Garland at Carnegie Hall “on my nickel.”
Eventually, Gus says, the dirt and poverty of the big city encroached on

make up the shortfall so we don’t
have to use the interest.

Eden and Gus

the excitement, and she migrated west to San Francisco, where she

“I love the theater,” Gus says, “and I love fundraising. It’s like fish

became publicity director for the Mark Hopkins Hotel and met and

ing. You throw that line out, keep throwing it out, and eventually,

married her first husband. Later, after the couple moved to Los Angeles,

someone will bite. You have to know what people’s interests are, and
you have to know when to back off.”

the marriage foundered, although they remain friends today.
While working at an L.A. ad agency, Gus met Hub Atwood, a music

Recognizing Gus’s family legacy, her educational background, and

arranger, and after a long-distance romance, they married and moved to
Memphis, Atwood’s home. Unfortunately, her new husband’s charm

her devotion to the arts, it’s difficult not to wonder why she hasn’t pur

masked a depressed personality, and Gus “became aware that the things

sued artistic aspirations of her own. Like, say, writing. “It’s too solitary,”
Gus answers. “I work best under pressure, with lots of people around

that were important to him, I wasn’t privy to.” After seven years, the

me.” Waving her hands, Gus does a dead-on imitation of a harried stock

marriage ended and Gus, with five-year-old Eden in tow, returned to

broker: “Buy! Sell! I’ll take three of those!” After reflecting a moment,
she adds, “I’m a fine editor. And I do write grant applications and occa

Great Falls, against her father’s objection.
“He said I’d never make a living here,” Gus recalls. “I said, W atch

sional articles. Hate mail, if I get mad enough. But I regard myself as a

me.’” After working at W endt Advertising for a year, Gus moved to
KFBB-TV, where she was an account executive and later, sales manag

sales person.” Intensely proud o f her daughter, Gus is eager to throw in
a parting plug. “Eden inherited my father’s talents,” Gus says. “A nd she

er. It was during this time that Gus met another television executive,

can write to music—something my father could never do.”

Shag Miller ’47, “who persuaded me to marry him and move to Butte.”
“I have two things to say about Butte,” Gus says, hunkering down in

The Millers spend a month each winter in Palm Desert, a place Gus
likes more now than she used to. “I’ve caught up with the demograph

her chair and setting her huge eyes in the look. “O ne, it’s funky. Two, it
has more of a city atmosphere than the rest of Montana. Behind its

ic,” she says, then erupts in her throaty guffaw. “I have a good life. I’m
one of the happiest people I know.”

crumbling facades are vast libraries, art work, antiques, silver, crystal—
there’s a level of sophistication in Butte I haven’t found elsewhere.”

Perhaps one of Gus Miller’s and Eden Atwood’s biggest fans is Greg
Johnson, artistic director of UM ’s Montana Repertory Theatre, who has
worked with both women. “Gus is my confidante,” Johnson says. “She

Ensconced in her new home, Gus laid low for a while, then “picked
out what I wanted to do with the rest of my life.” First on her list was

has a finger on the pulse of what audiences will like. W hen I got here,
S p rin g 2003 M ontanan
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G enerations
Many readers who responded to our
request included UM alumni from both
sides of their families and spouses who
also attended. Our plan was to list only
the consistent generational line of each
family. We have decided to stray from this
course, but only with the first generation,
i.e., the couple who started it all. It was a
difficult decision and we regret not being
able to list every name that was submit
ted. We have included alumni of the direct
family line even if they did not graduate
from UM. We also have included family
members who attended UM for the period
of time that would qualify them as alums,
even if they did not graduate.

she welcomed me with open arms, saying ‘these are the people you should meet, here are the places
you should go.’ Gus peppers us with ideas. She’s an invaluable source of information, and generous

j

with her time—raising money and lobbying for the fine arts at the legislature.”
Johnson sees many similarities between mother and daughter. “To both of them, Montana as
their home is basic to their being. They’re both intensely loyal. A nd they both have that artistic
curiosity. Gus and Eden are involved in the world of language, the world of words.” O f Eden,

I

Johnson says, “She’s one of the most talented people I’ve ever met. Eden’s a wonderful actress and
singer—and she also writes songs. Eden’s very complex. . . quicksilver. . . one of those bright, shiny,
elemental creatures who’s constantly changing, depending on where you find them.”
I find Eden at home in an antique-filled, University-area home encircled by a wide porch. She
appears relaxed and girlish, looking years younger than the vampy siren her fans see on stage. An
internationally successful jazz singer, Eden has played gigs in Shanghai and Singapore, Hong Kong
and Bangkok, as well as New York City, Chicago, and other western venues. “I believe that per
forming is a social service— a necessary service,” Eden says. “We tell our stories. A t its highest level,
performing allows you to give an unsentimental picture of your humanity. I needed to be an artist
I needed to get it out.
“I grew up with good music—poetic lyrics with irony, subtlety, and innuendo.” Classically

Raymond D. Flightner
Gwendolyn Flightner Cumley ’53
business administration

Lee Ann Cumley Zanon ’81
journalism

Karin Cumley Miller ’87
business administration

foul! O’Hare ’40
education, M .E. '47

Catherine McKeel O’Hare ’38

trained in piano, Eden showed an early interest in musical theater, which confounded the locals.
“They’d say, ‘But you’re six feet tall. You should be playing basketball!”’ Eden recalls, laughing.
Thanks to Gus, a mother “who’s my greatest life supporter,” Eden’s passion for entertaining per
severed. “My mother recognized talent early on and championed it. She made a great Mama Rose,”
Eden says, then morphs into Gypsy Rose Lee’s stage mother: “Sing out, Louise!” Eden bellows, her
suddenly-bassoon voice rattling the double-hung windows.
Eden enrolled at UM after high school; higher education was interrupted, however, when her
father’s death prompted Eden, at nineteen, to move to Chicago. Pursuing a musical profession, Eden
studied voice, sang in clubs, and cut several records. She also married twice— briefly, decisions she
now looks upon as her “tendency toward chaos.” During a hiatus in her career, Eden decided to
return home to Montana, where she snagged a role in Swingtime Canteen, a Montana Repertory
Theatre production. Opting to stay in Missoula and finish her degree, Eden applied for a job at

home economics

Missoula Youth Homes as a childcare worker. “There’s a similarity between performing and work

Cathy O’Hare Sandell ’68

ing with children,” she explains. “I’ve always felt I could connect with kids in crisis.”

health and education

The job proved to be a providential experience for Eden. “Kids can smell out a fake real fast,”
Eden explains. As she worked with children, taught them about accountability, about choices and

Carl Sandell ’68
health and education, M .E. ’74

Timothy J. O’Hare ’72
business administration, J.D . ’75

Linda Leary O’Hare ’72
business administration

Carieen Sandell Clark ’00
education

Shannon O’Hare ’01
business administration

Caitlin Sandell
junior, pharmacy

the ramifications of those choices, Eden soon realized that she had demons of her own to wrestle.
“It was like finding my own tribe,” Eden says. “I was just like those kids.” In the process of teaching
the kids, Eden learned tools to incorporate into her own life. “I saw them with love and compas
sion,” she says, “and then I learned to look at myself with love.”
“Missoula Youth Homes changed it all for me,” Eden says. “It gave music back to me—brought
music around to what it was: joyful. I needed to grow. I’m not working it out on stage now, singing
songs that say, ‘why me?”’ Eden, recendy married to Missoula hydrologist Bruce Anderson, contin
ues performing, playing clubs with her backup group, The Last Best Band. She also teaches voice,
doing residencies around the state. “I’m a pretty good teacher.”
Asked what’s next, Eden’s face splits into a wide grin. “More teaching, more singing. A nd kids!”
she says. “Lots of kids.” Eden glows with calm and self-possession as she envisions her future. “Bruce
is my reward for all the hard work,” Eden says. “He ‘gets’ me.”
O f her grandfather, Eden says, “I remember him as intensely smart. A nd intimidating. He had
high expectations. If you opened your mouth, it had better be smart or funny.” Gus remembers her
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father as “wonderful... and very funny. Few people knew that.” Bud Guthrie would approve of the
Montana lives his progeny have made for themselves. As he said in his novel, Fair Land, Fair Land,
“It was as good a life as any he knew and better than most.” r r

Jane Guthrie Haugen ’36

A.B. Guthrie Jr. ’23
journalism, Ph.D. ’49
Charles M. Guthrie '25

education

A.B. ‘Bert’ Guthrie III
Helen‘Gus’Miller’60

journalism

Harriet Larson Guthrie

Peggy Haugen Bloom, M.A. 71
Eden Atwood ’01
drama

English

Paddy O ’Connell MacDonald, M .A . ’81, a writer and editor at University Relations, is part o f a multigenerational UM family. Others in her family tree are: her late husband, R on,J.D . V I; son Shawn; sisters Molly O ’Connell and Peggy O ’Connell ’75; and nephew Patrick O ’Connell.

Lucille McKay

H

om e,

&
■'
EDUCATION

heart
BY

J O A N

(from a letter sent by Earl Dewey
Sandvigjr.)

In 1919 Earl D. Sandvig (Sandy) of
Plentywood dimbed aboard the train in
Helena and headed west with intentions of
enrolling at the University of Washington.
In Missoula he had a layover of a couple of
hours.To pass the time Sandy engaged in
a poker game in one of the local bars
located near the train station. He was on a
win(ning) streak and became so involved
in the game that he missed the Seattle
train. With plenty of time before the next
train to Seattle, he decided to visit the UM
and picked up a catalog of courses offered.
None interested him, so he discarded the
catalog and instead watched a Missoula
rodeo. However, the next morning he visit
ed the U again. Inadvertently, he joined a
waiting line and in a few minutes was fac
ing a person at a table asking for creden
tials and registration fee. He presented his
Plentywood high school diploma, paid his
fee, and realized he was to become a stu
dent in business administration. He
changed his major to forestry and graduat
ed in 1923.

M E \M C H E R

Earl Dewey Sandvig '23
ucille and Iliff McKay were married in f 942 and about every two years anoth
er baby came. Eventually five children shared a bedroom in the frame house on

forestry

Second Avenue in Browning. O ne might attribute it to their Roman Catholic

education

faith, or to the times—big families were common in those days. But today
another reason becomes as clear as the stark beauty of the Rocky Mountain

business administration

L

Earl Dewey Sandvig Jr. '52
Frank A. Sandvig ’56

ftiultribe.
Sandvig ’80
eastern front edging their town: They were raising leaders and educators for the Blackfeet
business administration
“Being the baby of the family, I heard more often than anybody else, ‘go to school, go to school,
go to school. G et your education,’” says Joe McKay.
“They had in their home many elders of the tribe,” Joe continues. My dad was on the tribal

Karen Sandvig Weeast

business administration

council, so I heard this not only from my parents, but from the older Indians—the true traditional
ists—-‘You have to go to school and learn what the white man knows. You have to understand the
world from his perspective.You have to come back here and teach us and help our people, so we can
survive.’ That was always the message I got.”
That message was instilled in one generation of McKays and has become a simple expectation
for the next. This story begins when Lucille entered UM in 1941 as a bright-eyed freshman, exhibitS p ring 2003 M ontanan
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G enerations
Lelia ftixson Hal6 (daughterofEdgars.Paxson) 20

ing, no doubt, the same open, friendly manner she exudes today in her eightieth year. Lucille has

fine arts

fond memories of people she met at UM and days playing timpani in the marching band. The

Richard J. Hale
Richard J. Hale Jr. ’62

U nited States’ entry into the Second World War ended Lucille’s formal education—her brother,

economics and chemistry

but Lucille always remembered with fondness her “one year of coed.”

Korcaighe R Hale ’92

“I always recommend that they go at least one year to get the experience,” she says. Lucille’s five
children stayed much longer than one year, all of them receiving undergraduate degrees and most

journalism and history

who was to serve in the armed forces, came and escorted her back to the safety of the reservation—

gamering advanced degrees. A nd they’ve made learning a sort of team sport, with members of the

Nora Catherine Canigan Smock
Avice Katherine Smock Brooks
Katherine Joan Brooks ’55

McKay tribe often pursuing degrees together. In 2000, six McKays received degrees from UM. One
of Lucille’s sons, Mike, his wife, and two children had left a secure life in Browning in 1994 to pur
sue degrees at UM and succeeded in their team approach to educa

“I tell people when

tion by earning bachelor’s degrees while his two older sisters and a

home economics and business

Im out dancing th at

Constance Marie Brooks
Avice B. Hoff

A remarkable closeness ties this family together and to the
Blackfeet reservation. All five of Lucille’s children— Diane, Mary,

I couldn't be a

Tom, Mike, and Joe— live in Browning, as well as many of her

Marsha Jo Murray Lusby ’80

lawyer i f I w asn t a

family in Missoula.) Lucille’s home still is the gathering place. Her

dancer. I would

sister, Marie, now lives with her and Mary’s house is across the street
and down a few doors.

have gone crazy a

she is the treasure of the family. “We all meet here almost every day

journalism

Phyllis Marion Brooks ’65

grandchildren (Mike commutes between a job in Browning and his

history/political science

John Brooks Lord ’84
zoobgy

Audrey Ann Lord '85
elementary education

Scott Marshall Murray ’87
business administration

Mary Katherine Murray Ficken ’91
communication studies

Erika Avice Hoff ’98
business administration
and communication

Camila Caroline Hoff senior,

niece garnered master’s degrees.

long tim e ago. ”
Joe McKay

Seeing Lucille with her children, you know immediately that
for lunch,” Mary says. “W e come here and cook lunch for Mom.
Lots of times there are grandchildren there, too.” But the closeness
isn’t just about family. Mary and Joe will say similar things when

asked why the McKays gravitate back to Browning, despite earning
advanced degrees and skills that open many job markets to them.
Mary explains: “It’s hard for us to understand why other people want to leave home. W hen we
leave home, we want to come back. I’ve thought about leaving and living someplace else. But why

Davidson Honors College,
communication studies

would you leave home when your family is here, your heart is here, the most beautiful country in
the world is here, the most wonderful people?” Joe adds a coda to that: “We never left home but for
one reason— that was to return.”

Elizabeth Eiselein Wetzel ’37

Lucille returned to the reservation, married Iliff, and proceeded to raise a large family while
working full time, first in the courthouse at C ut Bank, in retail stores in Browning, then as a cleric

journalism

Louise Eiselein Rasmussen ’37
journalism

for the Blackfeet Tribal Credit Program. Eventually she became director of the program.
The McKays also owned and operated the Junction Drive-In in Browning from 1954 until 1997.

Alfred William Eiselein Jr.
Eddy Eiselein '65

Mary reports that one of the reasons her parents bought the drive-in was to provide a place for their
children to learn a work e th ic “We all worked there—from the time we were old enough to pick

Spanish

up the trash from the ground. T hat was our first job. Then we’d wait on the cars. We did all the
jobs—carhop, cook, managing the drive-in—as did many other young people in Browning.” Today
Tom and Diane are applying for a loan to reopen the drive-in.

Jonathan Earl Eiselein ’67
business administration

Kimberly Jo Eiselein Blau '98
journalism

Mary proudly takes down a plaque and signed letter from President George W. Bush. Lucille and
her late husband were honored last fall by the National Summit on Emerging Tribal Economics as
two of the first Indian small business owners—and for inspiring other tribal people to establish small
businesses.
“She’s been a real role model and inspiration for not just us [her daughters] but for a lot of women
on the reservation,” Mary says. “She was a career person before it was the thing to do. She really

14
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the Indian Mineral Development A ct of

broke ground in a lot of

1982, which gave tribes the power to enter

respects.”
Lucille lost her husband in 1979 and on
retiring in 1988, first pursued a passion asso

into their own agreements.
A t the law school Joe found a mentor in the late Professor Marge

ciated with her strong faith. W ith Marie,

Brown, a woman who would become “like a second mother” to him.

she made pilgrimages to many European countries. The highlight,

A nd it was there he faced possibly the biggest challenge of his life.

Lucille remembers, was the beatification of a Mohawk woman who may

Although gifted in math (he’d been recruited by the Massachusetts

be named the first Indian saint, Karteri Tekakwitha.

Institute of Technology on graduation from high school), his public

Then Lucille and Marie went on the powwow circuit. “From March

speaking and writing skills were not strong. After a few semesters, he

through Labor Day—all over the western states and Canada— every

was taken aside and told if his writing skills did n ot improve, he would

single weekend, they’d powwow,” Mary remembers with a laugh. “I just

be asked to leave.

loved to powwow,” Lucille admits. T hat passion garnered her another

This was a huge blow that might have ended his time at UM.

award and a beautiful trophy: the Golden Age Traditional Dance

Instead, Joe says, “I walked down the hall to Marge Brown’s office and

award.
Joe is another dancer in the family. Sometimes people are surprised

volunteer Joan Jonquil and another law professor, Barry Burke, Joe

told her. She said, ‘Let’s get to work.’” W ith her help and tutoring from

to see Joe, a lawyer who consults for the Blackfeet Tribal Council and

improved his writing skills and was finally able to go home the summer

has his own practice in Browning, dancing at powwows and other
events. “I tell people when I’m out dancing that I couldn’t be a lawyer

of 1983.
He carried with him degrees in business and law. A nd he was ready

if I wasn’t a dancer,” Joe says. “I would have gone crazy a long time ago.”

to help his tribe. He served on the tribal council from 1984 to 1986

The McKay family’s broad educational roster includes degrees from
most institutions of higher learning in the state, with UM playing a
dominant role. (Mary feels the need to explain why two of Diane’s chil
dren attended M ontana State University: they pursued degrees in nurs
ing and agriculture. “T hat’s their excuse,” she says.)
Both Mary and Diane, who received master’s degrees from UM in
’00, have taught elementary school in Browning for thirty years; Mary
recently retired but still does consulting work while Diane continues to
teach.
Joe attended Eastern M ontana College before transferring to UM to
get a degree in business administration. W hen he was about to gradu
ate, a visiting business law professor took him aside and said, “You
should go across the street before you go home.” Joe’s response was that
“three years is too long to wait to go home.” The professor noted that
his tribe was holding significant gas and oil reserves th at were going to

Siblings Mary Johnson and Joe McKay

be developed. Joe remembers that conversation distinctly: “He told me,
‘when your people sit down across the table from people from Chevron

(and again from 1992 to 1994) and began practicing law. In 1986 Joe

and Amoco, on the other side of the table are people who are getting

was named president and chief executive officer of the Blackfeet

paid a lot of money to not be your friend. Unless someone on your side

Writing Company. Joe describes how in two years he turned what he

understands what they know, you’re not going to get the benefit of your

considered a “social welfare program” that was losing $800,000 a year
into a company th at employed more than 300 workers and was making

tribe’s resources.’”
Joe did cross the street to U M ’s law school. A nd it wasn’t long before
he put what he was learning to practice. A t that time, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs would hold public auctions for the gas and oil leases. We
couldn’t sit down and negotiate our own agreements,” Joe explains. So,

a profit.
W hen the tribe decided to acquire a calendar-making company to
merge with the Blackfeet Writing Company, some members were con
vinced the council should direct the company, not Joe. The result, he

in 1981, when the tribe attempted to negotiate outside the boundaries
set by the BIA, Joe challenged them with a lawsuit, bringing the issue

says, was the Blackfeet Writing Company floundered and eventually
went out of business. “During that time I was featured in Success maga

to the forefront and contributing to the passage of federal legislation,

zine and Dun and Bradstree[ Review and other kinds of places, but never
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Loretta (Normand) Vizzutti 7 0

[got the recognition] from my own tribe,” Joe says with a hearty resignation. It’s clear that sentence

art and home economics

is something he’s chewed on over the years.

Gari Normand 7 6
health and physical education

Mike Normand '81
education

Dennis Normand ’84
health and physical education

Mary Jane Beaman ’44
Spanish, education

Dallas W. Beaman ’46
forestry

Joe still is a key player on the reservation, with much of his work having to do with tribal and
Indian law-related issues. He has negotiated eight oil and gas leases that have generated somewhere
from $8 million to $15 million for the tribe.
Like Lucille, Mary attended UM one year, living as her mother did in Brandy Hall. W hen asked
about her memories of the time, her face focuses and it’s clear her thoughts are not as sunny as
Lucille’s. “I went in 1964, Just pre Civil Rights,” she says. “I remember being surprised at the way 1
was viewed there. I never realized that people would not accept me because of where I was from and
because I have a different color skin. T hat surprised me a lot. I was raised to be really proud of who
I was and really proud of what I was. A nd I didn’t understand.”
She talks about seeing signs in Brandy Hall calling for babysitters, a job she felt quite competent

William J. Beaman ’67

to do. But the signs clearly stated, No Indians. “It made me realize how brave my mother was,” she

business administration, M .B .A . ’72

says. Mary’s response was to get involved. She was among the group that formed the Kyi-Yo Indian

Vicki Beaman ’67

Club and remembers how the name was chosen. “We thought the name should be like a bear,

business administration

because of Grizzlies. But how do you say bear in all the different tribal languages? The valedictori

Margaret A. (Beaman) Olson ’68

an of my high school class suggested Kyi-Yo, the Blackfeet name for bear. We decided to be demo
cratic and vote, and luckily there were more Blackfeet there that day.”

business administration

William E. Olson ’68
business administration

Michael Beaman
fttricia E. (Olson) Eckelman '91
business administration/education

Mary transferred to Eastern the next year and received her bachelor’s degree from that college.
But in 1998 she and Dianne, along with Dianne’s daughter A nn, decided to pursue master’s degrees
through UM ’s Extended Studies Cohort program, which was tailored to address the needs of teach
ers and students on reservations. Instruction was conducted through interactive television, with
instructors also traveling to Browning and students spending weekends and part of the summer at
UM. Mary was very happy with the program, today calling it “an excellent professional develop

Hazel Bandy Jacobsen ’65
education

Jerry Jacobsen ’66
business administration

Carol Ann Jacobsen ’68
sociology, M .E. ’75

Sandi Jacobsen Sandry ’90
speech pathology/communication science

ment model.” A nd her experience on campus was not the same as in 1964. “There’s a lot more
diversity there now,” she says.
The world of the McKays is at once normal and extraordinary, peopled with quiet, contained
individuals who are driven, warm, intelligent, mysterious, mischievous, but most of all driven. What
began six decades ago with one spirited Indian girl’s “year of coed” has transformed into a complex
cascade of education and training that shows no sign of slowing or diminishing.
Diane recalls a recent conversation with her daughter A nn, who related a conversation she had

Kim Jacobsen Herzog '92

with her fifteen-year-old daughter, Kelsey. They were taking a field trip to Missoula and they talked

social work

about what college she might go to. “Just like you expected us to go,’’A nn said to her mother, “I
expect her to go.” ^

George C. Borchers ’29
Karl G. Borchers '59
business administration

Kathy Borchers ’59
education

Timothy K. Borchers ’84
history

Sean Borchers ’90
anthropology

Todd Borchers

Lucille Romsa McKay

Mary Johnson '00

Tom McKay

M .Ed

Ann Magee '00

Joe McKay ’80

M .Ed

business administration,
J.D . ’83

Mike McKay '00

Lester Johnson ’95
English

Dianne Magee ’00

psychology

Kimberly McKay ’00
psychology

John McKay
Lester Johnson
doctoral candidate in education

lliff McKay
junior, anthropology

Ian McKay
freshman

M.Ed
Joan Melcher 73 is editor o f the M ontanan. Although she has no “generational pull,” she and her four
siblings all received bachelor’s degrees from UM; three siblings received law degrees, one o f them attending
law school with Joe McKay. Niece Hannah Thompson ’99 begins the next generation

lw
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(from a letter sent by Mary Walter
Hansen)

F a m ily ' ' ' ^
TRADITION
B Y

G A R Y

Gene Carlson,
Brian Carlson,
and Tyler
Thomas

J A H R I G

hen it comes to his choice of colleges, Tyler Thomas wants to make
one thing clear—family history was not the only reason he select'

W

edU M .

... Harold and Mary met while
attending college. One night a group of
friends got together for dinner. Mary,
accompanied by her then boyfriend, was
seated down the table from Harold. As
the evening wore on and they started
talking, Harold slipped a ticket into
Mary's hand. It was for the Foresters'
Ball. Mary demurely nodded and their
first date was sefThey were married
shortly after. Harold passed away in
1982 and Maiy in 2001. One of the
treasures found amongst her things was
the wooden Foresters’ Ball ticket that
brought them together....
Mary Elizabeth MacDonald ’39
education

Harold I. Reid '39
education

“I picked The University of Montana because it was close to

home, it was in Montana and it was a good academic fit,” says

Mary Walter Hansen
Jamie Walter Daniels '82
education

Thomas, a UM sophomore from Dillon who plays defensive back for the Grizzly football team.
“And the recreational activities are endless. I really like the fishing, hiking, and outdoors.”
Tyler is somewhat of a rarity in UM football lore— a third generation Grizzly. His grandfather,
father, two uncles, and a cousin all played football for the Grizzlies. Thomas admits that it might
have had a little something to do with his choice. “I grew up a Grizzly fan,” Thomas says. “It was
n’t the main reason I came here. But it was pretty big.”
Tyler’s father, Terry Thomas, played for the Grizzly football team from 1978 to 1980. His grand
father, Gene Carlson, played football and baseball at UM from 1950 to 1952 and was head football
coach of the Grizzlies from 1976 to 1979. Uncles Bruce and Jeff Carlson also played for the Grizzlies
in the late 1970s, and Tyler’s cousin, Brian Carlson, currently is a teammate on the Montana foot
ball team. Throw in his mother, Wendie Carlson Thomas, who was on the UM track team during
her college years, and young Tyler couldn’t help but see his choice of colleges swayed a little bit by
his family’s history.
“Grizzly football has been a big part of life for us,” says Wendie Thomas. “We were hoping [Tyler]
would choose to go there.” Despite their obvious Grizzly leanings, Terry Thomas says the family did not
pressure Tyler to choose UM. He had other options. A two-time all-state football and basketball play
er at Beaverhead County High School in Dillon, Tyler was wooed by smaller colleges and Montana

Vivian Ellis '23
journalism

Helen Yaw '30
physical education

Penny Huntsberger '63
French, ’64 psychology, ’65 M.A.

Lynda Hillmar 7 4
fine arts

University
of his
Montana
as one
his choices.
A nd
him to look
because
Terry says
son knew
howofimportant
UM
waswe
toencouraged
his family members.
Butclosely,
he alsojust
knew
they

Richard Huntsberger
David Huntsberger
Jennifer Hillmar-Keith '98

dition, played a major role in Tyler’s decision to join the UM football team as a walk-on.
W hen Terry came out of Great Falls High School in 1976, he didn t make UM his first choice

■

My mother, Lynda, met my father, Bert
Hillman (73 geography), in Aber dorm. I
met my husband, Dean Keith (’98
psychology), in Aber dorm.

wouldUniversity.
support him
at whatever
school
he elected
attend.
“We
look at The
State
“I considered
MSU
for a little
bit, but to
I just
couldn’t
go asked
there, him
Tylertoadmits.
we were alumni and we obviously support the Grizzlies with all our hearts and souls.
Ultimately, Terry says, the Grizzlies’ “winning tradition,” coupled with the Thomas family tra

i

Jennifer Hillmar'Keith writes:

general studies, '02 geography
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Irene O’Donnell Oberweiser ’18
foreign language and literature

John E. Oberweiser ’51
business administration

Jim Oberweiser 7 7
education, M .A . ’86

for a college career. Instead, he enrolled at Portland State University and played football at the
Oregon school for one year. But the opportunity to return to Montana to play in the Big Sky
Conference for his high school coach, Gene Carlson, convinced Terry to transfer to UM.
“I knew people at Montana and felt comfortable coming to the Missoula area,” Terry says. “And
one of the main reasons I came back was that I had played for Gene at Great Falls High.”
Terry lettered for three years for the Griz, playing defensive back and punter. Shortly after grad

Jack Oberweiser, MA ’85
Jodi Fleming Oberweiser ’86

uation he married Wendie Carlson, his coach’s daughter. “I married into a family with strong Grizzly

education

For the past seventeen years, Terry has been a teacher and the head football coach at Dillon
High School, where he coached Tyler. In 2001, Tyler’s senior year, the Dillon Beavers won the State
Class-A football championship.

Tom Oberweiser
Elsie Macintosh Hanson Roe ’37

ties,” Terry says. “To have that tradition and experiences we can share is very special.”

A lot of things about Grizzly football have changed since Gene Carlson strapped on the pads for

economics and sociology, M .A . '74

Montana in the early 1950s. “A t that time everybody played two ways. We saw a whole lot pf play

James Macintosh
Jonathan A. Hanson 71

little envious of that stadium they’ve got now.” But Carlson, who now lives in Pasco, Washington,

science education

Margaret Hanson-Cope 74
microbiology

ing time,” says Carlson, who lined up at fullback on offense and linebacker on defense. “A nd I’m a
where he ended his teaching and coaching career two years ago, says he has fond memories of
Grizzly football.
“Some of my best memories are from then,” he says. “The friends I made and coaches I played

Ronee Hanson-Francis ’91

for—I really appreciate them. It was just a very pleasant experience.” W hen it came time for Tyler

liberal arts

to make his choice, Carlson says he didn’t have to get involved. “His dad had been giving him
advice for four years. He didn’t need any more,” Carlson says with a chuckle.

Anne Hanson-Haveron ’01
Andrew Macintosh Hanson ’01

But Carlson also is quick to add that the family tradition he established back in the 1950s

education

couldn’t help but play a role in his grandson’s decision. “It is a tradition in our family,” he says. “We

Verna Maxine Jones ’52

something to do with passing it on to my sons and grandsons.” Carlson says he tries to get back to
Missoula for football games two or three times a year—especially now that he has grandsons on the

all take pride in the education we got at The University of Montana. I think I probably had a little
education

Judy Jones Noel ’90
education

Jinelle Beth Hutchins ’00
wildlife biology

Dorothy Lynn Larson Bell
Ellis Latson ’42
pharmacy

Laurece Larson ’42
music

Kathleen Faye Bell Sather 72
English

Terry Sather 72, MA ’87
April Kathleen Sather ’97
health and human performance

Amber Dee Sather ’01
liberal studies

Ben Terry Sather’02
business administration

team. “I feel great about that,” Carlson says. “A lot o f families support the University. T hat tradi
tion has helped build Grizzly football.”
W ith Tyler tucked safely away on the Missoula campus, the next big decision facing the Thomas
family is where younger brother Torrey will spend his collegiate years. A high school junior, Torrey
earned all-state status as a fullback on his dad’s most recent Dillon football team.
“He’s very interested in being able to join his brother at The University of Montana,” Terry says.
“T hat ’s one of his top choices right now,” Wendie agrees. “He’s just a junior, but he likes everything
there,” she says. “But we will leave it up to him and see if he gets offers anywhere else.”
If that choice happens to be UM, well, that’s just fine with the Thomases. “W e’re very proud of
the tradition at Montana—to be able to have us all play at that particular level,” says Terry. “And
to be able to share the experiences of three generations of Grizzly football is very special to all of
us.” #

Gene Carlson ’54

Bruce Carlson ’80

health and physical education

business administration

general studies

Kathryn Lindseth Carlson ’54

Wendie Carlson Thomas ’81

Brian Carlson sophomore
business administration

social work

business administration

Jeffrey Carlson 79

Kimberly Carlson Brant ’86

business administration

elementary education

TylerThomas sophomore

Gary Jahrig '85 is a Missoula-based staff writer for Coffey Communications Inc. and a writer at
University Relations. He has covered Montana Grizzly football for the Associated Press and USA Today
for fifteen years.
IS
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oberta Carkeek Cheney was only sixteen years old in 1928 when she

1930 Foresters’ Ball: Roberta is third from left.

boarded a train bound for Missoula and UM. Though the trip was rela
tively brief, it was a long way from a home on the range to the challenges
of campus and city living.
Cheney had grown up on her parents’ ranch in Cameron, Montana,

thirteen miles south of Ennis, and attended first through eighth grades in a one-room school nearby.
She’d gone to high school in Bozeman, living in town with her grandmother. Fortunately, the
Spurs—a sophomore women’s service organization that disbanded only recently—met the teenager’s
train at the Milwaukee Station on the banks of the Clark Fork River. Cheney, now a popular
Montana author and winner of a 2001 UM Distinguished Alumni Award, remembers the Spurs’
friendship. Their warm welcome would reverberate down through two more generations who found
a place to belong at UM.
In the years since Cheney stepped off that westbound train, one of her daughters and four grand
children have attended the University. Many things have changed since Cheney’s time— tuition is
no longer $25 a semester, for one thing—but the sense of belonging hasn’t been tarnished. “All our
children are very attached to The University of Montana,” says Maureen Cheney Cumow,
Roberta’s daughter and a UM French professor. “They consider it a primary source of their strength.”
During her time at UM, Cheney honed her writing skills by penning a musical skit for
her Kappa Delta sorority. The play, a spoof about UM health services director, Ida B. Clair,
featured the round-bodied sorority sisters as bottles of pink pills and the tall girls as bottles
of green gargle. Those were the only remedies regularly dispensed on campus. The girls sang:
“If you get the flu/don’t go kerchoo/Just go to Ida B. Clair.”
Cheney graduated from UM in 1932 and headed to Lavina, Montana, for a job teaching high
school English, French, and biology. There she met her husband, Truman Cheney, and was forced to

A dance card from
Roberta’s scrapbook.

give up teaching to marry him. The morals of the time decreed that married women were not suitable
to teach children. “We all resented that mother wasn’t able to keep teaching,” Cumow said, citing
a feminist streak in the family line. “But she turned it to her advantage and became a wonderful
writer.” Cheney has authored a dozen books and several hundred newspaper articles. Her bestknown book is Names on the Face o f Montana: The Story o f Montanas Place Names. The historical
reference brings to life the early origins of the state’s settlements. She writes:
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Stanley 0. Snyder ’34

Missoula, a county seat, was first called Missoula Mills because the town was built around flour

business administration

[mills] and sawmills. The origin o f the name Missoula has never been agreed upon, but several ideas

Mary Beth MacKenzie ’34

have found their way into print: [Albert and Jane] Salisbury says, “Indians used to call Hellgate Canyon

English

‘Issoul’ meaning horrible. From this the growing city gpt its name.” [J.P.] Rowe insists it is a “Salish

Louanne Snyder Shenaman

Indian word meaning ‘River o f Aw e.'” Duncan McDonald claimed it is from an Indian word meaning

Louise Snyder Krumm ’66

“sparkling waters”; according to Montana: a Guide Book, “Missoula takes its name from a Salish

French and political science

Indian word, ‘Im I sul a ,’ meaning ‘by the chilling waters.’” A nd Stoute agrees with Rowe that the

Roderick S. Snyder 71

name is from the Salish ‘In mis sou let ka,’ which translates into English as the ‘River o f A w e.’

psychology and education

Cheney now lives on the family ranch in Cameron with her other daughter, Karen Cheney Shores.

Nathaniel S. Snyder

The ranch remains a focal point for Cheney’s children and grandchildren, despite the fact that most live

junior, business administration

outside Montana. Cumow’s family, which has been in Montana since 1864, boasts seven generations of
Montanans. “All of our children come home to our ranch,” she says. “It’s kind of their refuge.”

Joseph Fersha ’37

Cumow, sister Karen, and brother Larry grew up all over Montana and the West, the- family

education

Brian Fersha ’66, M.FA ’67
Jim Fersha '67
zoology

Jan Fersha 73
liberal arts

Scott Fersha ’86
business administration

Kim Fersha Rubie
Kate Willis
Caroline Fersha Willis
sophomore, pre-education

moving several times for Truman’s evolving career from high school teacher and administrator to
college professor. He joined the ranks of the grizzly in 1940, when he earned a master’s degree in
education from UM. So it was only natural that young Maureen would gravitate toward Missoula.
She first came to UM in 1956, studying economics and market

“A ll o f our children

ing. “My parents were living in Oregon,” Cumow says. “I came here
because I wanted to ski.” Cumow left UM to study abroad in Paris

come home to our

and later finished her bachelor’s degree at the University of Nevada,

ranch. Its k in d o f

where her father was teaching. She earned advanced degrees in
French from Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee, and
returned to Paris on a Fulbright scholarship. “It was the post-sput

their refuge. ”
Maureen Cumow

nik era,” she says, “so there were good scholarships for people who
were studying languages.”
In 1966, seeking her first teaching job, Cumow chose UM out

Hans Oausen Hansen ’21
business administration

Ella von Heinrichshofen Hansen
Robert Warren Hansen
Hans Richard Hansen ’53
business administration

of several offers. She’s been here ever since. In her thirty-seven years at UM, Cumow has been asso
ciate dean o f the College of Arts and Sciences and chair of the Department of Foreign Languages
and Literatures. She also has served on a number of boards and committees and received several
awards, including UM ’s Annual Diversity Award and the Outstanding Administrator Award.
Maureen met her husband and fellow Francophile, Ed Cumow, in a ski resort pub in Nevada.

Lynn Marie Hansen 76

(He earned a master’s degree in history from UM in 1969.) Their children also are UM alums;
Carina and her husband, Mike, attended in the summers 1998 and 2001 and Jason earned a bach

microbiology

elor of science degree in 1994- Jason married another UM grad, Faye Potter pharmacy ’94, and they
live in Seattle with their two-year-old son, Logan.

Viola L Zimbelman Heien ’44

Cumow, her mother, and her son all were part of UM ’s Greek community: Roberta in Kappa

business administration

Delta, Maureen in Alpha Phi, and Jason in Sigma Nu.

Susan Jean Heien 71

Four of Roberta and Truman Cheney’s seven grandchildren are UM grads. Besides Jason, there
are Eric and Kevin Shores and Kristina Cheney Graham. A nd all four inherited Roberta’s and

elementary education

Shelley C Heien-Will 74
education

Terry Will 77

Maureen’s love for the French language, traveling to Paris and Burgundy, France, through UM’s
Study Abroad program.
Cumow regrets that of all the grandchildren, only Eric thus far has settled in Montana. Carina,

education

currently a paramedic in Missoula and Poison, plans to leave the state to attend medical school, with
hopes of returning to Montana. The others have found good jobs outside the state.
“We have a very good reputation for reliable, honest, responsible people,” she says. “The only grief
is that these kids are not in Montana—because the salaries are too low. It’s hard to get them back to
Montana because of the economic conditions. They all gravitate back to Montana when they can.”
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Maureen is only half joking when she says grandson Logan will be a member of the UM gradu
ating class of 2022. “We are assuming he’ll be a fourth-generation UM graduate,” she says. A nd if he
should decide to attend another university? “I’ll tell him we won’t pay for it!”

Roberta Carkeek Cheney ’32

Eric Shores ’88

English

psychology

Truman Cheney, M.Ed. ’40

Kevin Shores ’88

Maureen Cheney Cumow

political science

Carina Cumow
Jason Cumow ’00
computer science

For nineteen years at least one of
Richard ‘Bud’ and Ffancie Reynolds
Robertson’s five children attended UM.
After commencement ceremonies in
2001, the Robertson family gathered on
the Oval for this photo. Left to right
Lisa Robertson Cooper ’86

Kristina Cheney Graham ’94

German and Russian

education

Richard M. ‘Bud’ Robertson ’64

Patia Stephens ’0 0 is Web content editor for UM ’s University Relations and the first o f her family to

history, M.A. ’67 (holding
Maa’s son, Rylen)

Matthew S. Robertson ’90

attend UM . Her parents met while they were art students at San Jose State University.

history, J.D . ’93

Andrew D. Robertson '94
history

Bradley S. Robertson ’01
Spanish

Sarah J. Robertson ’97
history, M.A. ’01

Francie Reynolds Robertson ’67
The Swords family
in the 1930s:
George, Arminda,
Edna, Doris,
and Lloyd.

Other Robertson alums:

Bill Robertson
Gregory W. Robertson ’68
business administration

Kenneth L. Robertson 7 0
journalism

James S. ‘Jess’ Robertson ’95
sociology
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■■■i
oris Swords Poppler backs her red Sunfire convertible out of her Billings
garage early most mornings. O n Mondays she breakfasts with members of
the Billings City Council. As the city’s deputy mayor, she’ll return for the

D

council meeting later that evening. Tuesdays she has a 7 a.m. hair appoint
ment, and Wednesdays there’s choir practice at the Congregational Church.
Friday mornings she joins the city administrators for a meeting with the mayor.

Then there are meetings with the Community Housing Board, the Guardianship Council,
trustees for Rocky Mountain College, consultations on Indian gaming laws, the Bar Association,
monthly bridge games with women friends, and lunches at the Petroleum Club with the Barristers,
S p ring 2003 M ontanan
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G enerations
Entwining Generations

a long-standing group of Billings attorneys. Doris is the only female member of the Barristers. But
being “the only female” has never stood in her way. Little has. She’s blazed countless trails in her

Boynton G. foige ’27

seventy-eight years and has been the point person for many folks along the way—even a President

business administration

Ronald Boynton foige ’58

of the United States.
After high school graduation, Doris set off for the University of Minnesota, but recruiting posters

business administration

and the movies lured her to join the WAVES following her sophomore year. Her older sister, Army

Gail foige Good ’62

(short for Arminda), had already joined the women’s Marine Corps after a brief stint at UM. “I felt

education

Wyleyfoul Good ’63
liberal arts

Rebecca Good Agamenoni ’85
communication studies

like I’d been sent to heaven,” Doris recalls, remembering her years in the military. “Few men were
still in college and suddenly, there were 4,000 sailors to 200 WAVES!”
Following the war, Doris used the G.I. Bill to pay her fees at UM. Law was in her blood; her
father, Lloyd Swords, received his law degree from UM in 1923, and her grandfather, George
Swords, had been an attorney in Iowa. Her father had practiced law

Paula Good Pease ’88
athletic training

“A ll the men in my

Jennifer Good Doney ’88
communication studies

with Wellington Rankin ’03 in the 1920s, “prosecuting the boot
leggers,” Doris says. “Law school Dean Charles Leaphart just liked

class were vets except

me for some reason,” she says, “and allowed my military service to
stand in for my final two years of college.” Doris was admitted to

Dorothy White Overturf ’25
health and physical education

Cloyse M. Overturf ’29
Cloyse Edwin Overturf
Enid Overtuf Agamenoni ’59
education

one. They were so
serious. A fter the
war, they were no
longer boys. I
thought i f I even take

business administration
business administration

Doris did pledge Alpha C hi Omega, the sorority her mother,
(Doris’ father chartered the Alpha Tao Omega house on campus

a deep breath, VU

UM. “Army had much too much fun, though,” Doris laughs, “and
only stayed at UM one quarter. She was a knockout—‘the pretty

never make it. 99

one.’ I was always ‘the smart one.’ But, I was the smartest and the

Michael Overturf Agamenoni '86
Jeffrey foul Agamenoni ’89

thought if I even take a deep breath, I’ll never make it.”

that same year.) Arminda had been an Alpha C hi Omega while at

Thomas Scott Agamenoni ’84
business administration

hard,” Doris recalls. “All the men in my class were vets except one.
They were so serious. After the war, they were no longer boys. I

Edna Mowre Swords, had chartered on UM ’s campus in 1923.

Thomas Henry Agamenoni ’60
liberal arts

law school—one of only two women in the school and the only
woman to graduate with her class in 1948. “I had to study very

Doris Poppler prettiest one in my law class!”

Dancing also helped balance the rigors of law school. “I loved to
dance,” she continues, “and my dream man then was tall and blond and loved to dance, too.” In
her law school class photo a handsome, dark-haired Louis Poppler stands just behind Doris and to
her right. Lou couldn’t dance and certainly wasn’t blond, but he swept Doris off her feet. They were
married in 1949, just months after graduation. Pregnant the first year of marriage, Doris hoped she
could practice law after their son, Louis, was bom. Soon, however, she was pregnant with Kristine,
followed quickly by Mark, Blaine, and Claire. Four years later, daughter Arminda arrived.
For twenty-three years Doris put her legal practice on hold, immersing herself in raising six chil
dren, serving on community boards, church, PTA, Junior League, volunteering for countless civic
organizations—often as an officer—and suddenly, becoming number one point person for her hus
band, Lou. A Montana handball champion who ran ten miles a day, Lou was diagnosed with Lou
Gehrig’s disease in 1969. Doris was determined that she and the children could care for him at
home. A n indoor lift was installed to get him up the stairs. Mark and Blaine arranged their high
school schedules so they could drive their father to work, to his daily lunch at the Petroleum Club,
back to his office, and then home in the evening—a schedule they upheld even on the day he died.
The same year that Lou’s illness struck, Doris was diagnosed with breast cancer and underwent a
mastectomy. “It never crossed my mind that I’d die,” she admits. “I didn’t have time to die.”
Lou died in May 1972 and Doris prepared to volunteer at the county attorney’s office when her
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children returned to school that fall. She was hired as an attorney, how-

woman U.S. Attorney for the District of Montana. She closed her pri

ever, as unbeknownst to Doris, for twenty-two years Lou had annually

vate practice and enthusiastically took on her new job—at the time

renewed her law license when he renewed his own. A t work Doris met

one of only four women U. S. attorneys in the nation.

deputy county attorney Diane Barz, J.D. *68, and the women became

W hile U.S. attorney, Doris served on the advisory committee for

fast friends. W ithin months they’d formed the first women’s law firm in

Indian gaming, and when her term ended the National Indian Gaming

the Northwest. Diane later became the first woman to sit on the

Commission hired her as a field investigator. Doris visited all fifty-three

Montana Supreme Court and currently is a district court judge in

reservations in her district—Montana, Wyoming, N orth Dakota,

Billings.
Doris and Diane borrowed $10,000 and set up law offices in down

don’t fly to most reservations,” she asserts. “This job put me in a com

South Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, Michigan, and Iowa. “Airplanes

town Billings. These were good years for Doris. The law firm was a suc
cess from the beginning, their first cus

pletely new territory that was fascinating. Being older and being female

tomer, a corporation. Doris’ stamina,

have been raised by their grandmothers. They called me ‘Peacemaker.’”

v ons popper

was not a disadvantage. Indians respect their elders and most of them

organizational and negotiating skills

Pictures of Doris with former President George Bush and many

(ask any mother of six) along with her

other Republican leaders adorn her office walls. There’s also one of

compassion and sense of getting it right

Doris with Barbara Bush, standing on the tarmac in Santa Fe with Air

kept her in the forefront of her profes

Force II and a Marine guard in the back. “Mrs. Bush had just told me

sional and public life. Doris was the first
woman elected to the Billings school

how smart she thought her husband was for appointing me a U.S. attor

board in thirty-three years and was serv

Doris’ office buzzes with her computer, printer, scanner, and fax. A

ing as its first woman chair when the

thick book she’s compiled on Indian gaming rests on her desk. A mes

teachers went on strike in 1975.

sage in happy, fat letters runs across her computer screen: “W e love our

ney,” Doris explains.

“I thought it was perfectly normal,

grandmother.” T he words echo the sentiments of four generations, six

all th at my mother did,” says her

children, ten grandchildren, and countless others who’ve come to know

daughter and UM alum Kris Poppler
Lowthian. “It never occurred to me

Doris Poppler.
In May many of the Poppler family will return to Missoula for Katie’s

that other mothers didn’t do what mine did.” Even when breast cancer

graduation. Eighty years after her great-grandfather graduated from

returned in 1977 and Doris underwent a second mastectomy, she con

UM, Katie will receive a degree in sociology with an emphasis in crim

tinued her law practice and her many activities, even singing and danc

inology. She plans to work in law enforcement. “It does have a lot to do

ing in the Junior League Follies. “I’ve got nice legs,” she affirms, remem

with Grandma,” Katie explains. “She was a prosecutor and always

bering the black fishnet stockings that were part of her skimpy costume,

talked to me about putting away the bad guys.”

“and I could still dance.”
In 1990, when she was sixty-five, Doris received a message that
again changed her life. Granddaughter Katie Zachariasen, currently a

a residency program coordinator for Vanderbilt Medical Center. Katie’s

senior at UM, loves to tell the story. “We were all having dinner at the

uncle, Mark Poppler, another UM grad. A nd Grandma Doris? She

Hilands Club and the waitress came to tell Grandma she had a phone

wouldn’t miss it. She’s driving up in her red convertible.

call. ‘W ho is it?’ she asked. ‘He says it’s George Bush,’ the waitress

Lloyd W. Swords, J.D.’23
Amy Swords Evans
Doris Swords Poppler, J.D. '48

Mark John Poppler 7 7

George W. Swords II '53

Emily Rose Zacharisen

responded. We all thought one of her friends was playing a joke on her.
So did Grandma. A male voice on the phone asked Grandma a bunch
of questions and then asked her to please hold for the President of the
United States. We asked Grandma what he’d said, and she replied, ‘He

Katie’s mom, Kris, will come from Nashville, Tennessee, where she’s
sister, Emily Zachariasen, also a UM student, will be there, as will her

business administration

Katie Dawn Zachariasen
senior, sociobgy/crimmology
junior, business administration

apologized for taking me away from the chow line!’ We thought he

psychology and philosophy

must be the coolest president in the world to want our grandmother,
and that our grandmother must be the coolest grandmother in the

Kristine Poppler Zachariasen Lowthian

world! Well, she is!”
W hat President George Bush wanted to know was if Doris would

Betsy Holmquist '67, M .A . ’83, is also from a multi-generational UM
family. Her father, Tom “Buster” Brown, attended U M from 1926 to 1927.

accept an appointment as U.S. Attorney for the District of Montana.

Other family Griz: brother, Tom, M.A. ’71; husband, Richard '67, M.S.

“Yes,” she replied. “I’d be honored to accept.” Doris became the first

’69, and their son, Toney '99.
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Pushed to Shore

, M.F.A.

by Kate GadboiV I 7 4
*86 Kate Gadbow directs the creative writing program at UM.
Louisville, Kentucky: Sarabande Books, 2003, 307 pp., $13.95
his novel explores the world of

and pride when they encounter confusion and rejection in their new

Hmong and Vietnamese

surroundings. But Janet notices that some of her students remain

refugees and their high school-

beyond the reach of even this small vanity. O ne in particular seems to

T

age youth who enroll in English as a
Second Language classes at a

linger among the ghosts and shamans who people his traumatic past.
Janet notes that in his essays, “Pao doesn’t begin his sentences with

Missoula high school. T he youth are

‘In our culture,’ as so many of the others do. In fact, I never feel his

taught by Janet Hunter, a woman

writings are for me in any way. I think he’d write in Hmong rather than

once vocally opposed to the
Vietnam War and once happily

English if he knew how. He writes only about Laos, and usually specific,
personal things, in no apparent order. The writings seem to be journal

married in Seattle. The story juxtaposes her displacement in a com

entries, ungrammatical, but beautifully detailed, tactile. A straining to

munity she can barely call her own, in a life she can scarcely bring

remember every small moment of a life that is lost to him forever.”

herself to recognize, with her students’ struggle to make a home in a

When novelist Rosellen Brown selected this book as the winner of the

country that shirks from admitting their existence. Local anthropolo

2001 Mary McCarthy Prize in Short Fiction, she wrote: “An aura of sad

gists, however, are interested in the refugees’ lives and ways. From

ness and quiet hopefulness lingered for me for a long time after I finished

them, Janet’s students have learned the phrase our culture. They apply

this novel.” That all these displaced people can somehow find themselves

it when assimilation seems out of reach. T he words offer them comfort

teachers and students to one another is an important lesson of this novel.

Montana Legacy:

Essays on History, People, and Place

edited by Harry W . Fritz , Mary M urphy, and Robert R. Swartout , Jr.
Harry W. Fritz chairs and teaches in the Department o f History at UM.
Helena: Montana Historical Society Press, 2002, 375 pp., $19.95

he word legacy connotes a

T

“The training and methods of Aino Hamalainen Puutio, a Finnish

gift: something the giver

midwife, contrast with the limited practical experiences of many

chose to leave to the recipi

Montana midwives.... She carried linen towels; sterilized instru

ent, as opposed to an inheritance,

ments ... linen cord; several rolls of cotton; a small alcohol lam p. . . and

handed down through custom or

a wooden hollowed-out instrument used as a stethoscope__ Following

law. The Montana legacy discussed

the delivery, she stayed with the new mother as long as necessary, then

in this anthology is reminiscent of
the imported vases, antique
brooches, and vintage cars that we wake up one day to find ours:
pieces of history that will be worth more as time goes on.
This collection offers new insights into traditional topics, including
early exploration of the upper Missouri and the rivalry between W. A.
Clark and Marcus Daly. It also features such pieces as Keith Edgerton’s
“A Tough Place to Live: The 1959 Montana State Prison Riot”; Mark
David Spence’s “Crown of the Continent, Backbone of the World:

visited each day of her patient’s confinement, bathing the baby and
providing bed care. Her fee for delivery was fourteen dollars. She some
times collected a couple of lambs, chickens, or pigs in lieu of her fee.”
Thirty-eight maps, photos, and illustrations portray Mexican sugar
beet workers and their families near Billings in 1938; Chinese railroad
workers along the Clark Fork River; and an Ancient Order of
Hibernians convention in Butte circa 1910. N ear the end of the book,
a full-page photo of Janine Windy Boy, lead plaintiff in Windy Boy vs.
Big Horn County, illustrates an essay that discusses the 1986 case that

The American Wilderness Ideal and Blackfeet Exclusion from Glacier

led to a United States District Court ruling that official acts of dis

National Park”; and Mary Melcher’s “Women’s Matters: Birth
Control, Prenatal Care, and Childbirth in Rural Montana, 1910-

crimination had interfered with the rights of Indian citizens to register

1940.” This last piece offers one of many glimpses into the importance

Montana history continues to be lived out by each succeeding genera
tion, and its most important artifacts may yet be found.

of immigration and ethnicity to numerous Montana enterprises.
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and vote. W hat this photo illustrates best is that the legacy of

Season of the Body
essays by Brenda Miller,

M.RA. ’91

Louisville, Kentucky:Sarabande Books, 2002, 209 pp., $14.95

In these twenty-one essays—some lengthy, some a mere two pages

I

ward as a volunteer who holds ill or

long—Brenda Miller explores the places in her life where spirit

injured babies to help them heal. She

and flesh have mingled. The descendant of Eastern European Jews,

explains how these children come to

Miller grew up in sunny Southern California and, in her search for
spiritual sustenance, eventually turned to the practices of Buddhism.

her: “Around me the ward projects
an aura of stability—no emergencies

But as she travels the world, Miller encounters the expectations and

here, no alarm.

memories that her Jewish family’s history and faith have left her.
W ith refreshing candor Miller details her physical search among

O ne floor above us lies Intensive
Care: many of the babies descend

friends, lovers, occupations, and domiciles for a life that will satisfy her

from that plane, returned from the brink, their parents

curious and observant nature while also offering her the reassurance of
steadily burning home fires. Miller’s search is altered early in her twen

exhausted and pale. O ne floor below is the emergency room: many of

ties when two problem pregnancies leave her unable to conceive and

ing, concussion. Sandwiched between the floors of panic lies this base
of equilibrium ....”

give birth. As she begins to live within the history her body offers,
Miller must redefine what “home” and “family” mean to her.
In a children’s hospital, she spends three hours a week in the infant

the babies ascend from there, successfully returned from seizures, chok

These essays offer a resting place between years, a place where a life
may be patiently and thoroughly examined until it is time to move on.

BOOKS IN BRIEF
American Bison:

A N a tu ra l H isto ry

Raptors of the Rockies

by Dale F. L ott ’59

by Kate Davis '82

Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 2 002, 245 p p ., $ 2 9.95

Missoula: Mountain Press Publishing Company, 2002, 9 6 p p ., $16

Lott takes th e reader o n a journey into the bison’s past and possible future
while providing an introduction to N orth American prairie ecology.

Zoologist, artist, and educator Kate Davis presents an overview o f Rocky
M ountain birds of prey, a field guide of the thirty-one Rocky M ountain
species, and a section on disabled birds she has helped save since founding
Raptors of the Rockies in 1988.

The American Home Guard:
T h e State M ilitia in th e T w entieth C e n tu ry
by Barry M . Stentiford '95

Somebody

College Station, Texas: Texas A & M University Press, 2 002, 3 0 9 p p ., $44-95

by Laurie Blauner, M .F.A . ’80

A study o f the way states have used the militia to m aintain local order in
times of war and peace.

Human Cartography

Seattle: Black Heron Press, 2003, 2 4 9 p p ., $ 2 2.95

A coming-of-age novel and Blauner’s first, this book won the 2001 King
County Arts Commission Special Projects Award.

Poems by James G urley ’84

The Suburb of Long Suffering

Knksville, Missouri: Truman State University Press, 2002, 100 pp., $24.95, $14-95 paperback

by Rick Newby

These beautifully-crafted poems that focus on the matter of life won the
2002 T.S. Eliot Prize.

Helena: Bedrock Editions, 2 0 0 2 ,1 1 2 p p ., 13.95

Ice Age Mammals of North America:
A G uide to the Big, th e H airy, and th e B izarre
by Ian M . Lange, retired UM geology professor, illustrated by Dorothy S. Norton
Missoula: Mountain Press Publishing Com pany, 2 002, 2 2 6 p p ., $20

This well-illustrated book takes the reader back to the Pleistocene
epoch—a world of saber-toothed cats, woolly mammoths, four-hundredpound beavers, and twenty-foot-tall ground sloths—and examines its geolo
gy and the extinction o f many ice age animals.

Poems and prose that endow M ontana landscapes, historical events, and
contemporary life w ith a sense of place.

The Student Leadership Guide
by Brendon Burchard '9 9 , M .A . ’01
Missoula: The University Center and Center for Leadership Development at U M , 2003, 218
p p ., $12.95

W ritten by a former UM student leader, this book serves as a guide for
training students in university leadership.
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Blaine Hendricks ’€2

Class Notes are compiled by Betsy Holmquist ’67,
M.A. ’83. Subm it news to the UM A lum ni
Association, Brantly Hall, Missoula, M T 59812. You
may fax your news to (406) 243-4467 or e-mail it to
alumnote@selway.umt.edu. Material in this issue
reached our office by January 31, 2003. Please con
tact U M A A with all name and address updates at
the above address or phone 1-877-UM-ALUMS.

’50s
Eugene C. Tidbail ’53, J.D. ’55, Boulder, Colo.,

has written “N o Disgrace to My Country,” a biogra
phy of his distant cousin, Civil War General John C.
Tidbail. Gene is finishing another book and plans to
attend his 50th class reunion in Missoula this May.
George Weatherston '56, Fargo, N.D., is a volun
teer naturalist at the Tamarac Wildlife Refuge in
nearby Detroit Lakes, M inn., where Wayne
Brininger ’93 is the new wildlife biologist.
John P. Meggers '58, a 1994 UM Distinguished
Alumni Award recipient, received the 1996 Curtis
P. Artz Distinguished Service Award from the
American Bum Association (ABA). Previously a
member of two ABA committees, John is serving his
second term as vice president for ABA’s board of
trustees. A professor at the University of Texas
Medical Branch at Galveston, John writes, “I feel
that these achievements bring great credit to UM
and to my mentors who provided me with the metal
to achieve these prestigious acquisitions.”
Teresa Drivdahl Ridgeway '58, a master weaver in
Chaplin, Conn., was honored at the University of
Connecticut’s Babbidge Library for four weavings
the library commissioned. Incorporating the theme
“Space Travel," her weaving “Radiation" is based on
memories of th e Northern Lights she saw growing
up in Montana. Teresa’s work also can be seen in the
permanent collections at the Slater Museum, the
Hartford Seminary, Mass Mutual and UM.

Mark Brown *72

Craig Pierson ’67

$ ’70s
Loween Ellamae Peterson ’70 and her sister,
Janice Peterson Lincoln, ’71 both retired after 31

years of teaching in M ontana public schools.
Loween taught in Richey and Belt and for the past
19 years at Billings West High School. She current
ly works part-time at the Historic Billings Depot,
sings in the Billings Symphony Chorale, and serves
on the board of directors for the Mid-Yellowstone
Valley H abitat for Humanity. Janice taught in
Fairfield and Kalispell and in 1993 received an out
standing teaching award from the Council for
Exceptional Children. Janice and her husband, Art,
winter in the Southwest and are active with the
Salvation Army.
David Shea 7 0 , M.S. 7 3 , has spent more than 30
seasons in Glacier National Park as a backcountry
ranger and biologist, 11 of those at the remote Belly
River station. Dave has sighted more than 150 griz
zly bears and was a member of the team that dealt
with the bears responsible for the infamous “night of
the grizzlies” killings in 1967. Since 1980 he has
taught mammology, ornithology and wildlife m an
agem ent a t Southwestern Oregon Com m unity
College near his home in Powers, Ore., and worked
as a wildlife biologist and botanist a t Oregon’s
Siskiyou N ational Forest. Each summer Dave
returns to Glacier to conduct field courses for the
Glacier Institute.
Mark P. Brown 72, M.B.A. ’97, vice president,
financial consultant and assistant branch manager
for the Butte office of D.A. Davidson & Co. has
been promoted to co-manager of the office.

R r .* r. n

n

Joe Frank Purcell 7 2 is director of advertising for
Distribution Sales & Management magazine. An
emeritus member ofU M A A ’s House of Delegates, JF
represented UM a t the inauguration of New York
University president John Sexton in September and
helped with alumni events a t last fall’s Griz-Hofstra
football game. JF and his wife, Fran, live in
Oceanside, N.Y., and have two sons, Jason and
Matthew.
Gregory C Jergeson 7 4 is a new member of the
M ontana Public Service Commission, representing
PSC District 1. Greg and his wife, Barb, have two
daughters, Cassie, a sophomore at UM , and
Stefanie, a senior at Chinook High School, who
plans to enroll at UM this fall.
Stephen C Owens 7 4 received the Governor’s
Award for Civic Engagement for helping restore the
William K. Kohrs Memorial Library and the Rialto
Community T heatre in Deer Lodge. He was also
noted for his work maintaining the historical per
spective of Deer Lodge and Powell County. A co
founder of the Powell County Community
Foundation, Steve works for McKesson Medication
Management.
Lawrence C Busch ’75,Tehachapi, Calif., writes,
“You could have knocked me over with a feather
when I opened the Fall 2002 M ontanan to see a pic
ture of my mother.” Larry’s mother, Marguerite
McGreal, was one of the UM students in the illustra
tion for the story “Death of the Yearbook.” Larry
continues, “She remembered her years at UM with
great fondness, graduating with a degree in 1944 in
physical education. Many thanks. It will be a mem
ory that I will cherish and a M ontanan that I will
keep.” President and CEO of Integrity Investments,
Larry is an honorary co-chairman for the business

MONTANA _
n ;

c l . .

ti

’60s
Blaine R. “Butch” Hendricks ’62 writes from

Jacksonville, Fla., “I just completed my 12th year
with the State of Florida after serving almost 27
years in the United States Army, retiring as a
colonel in 1990.” Butch and his wife, Janice, have
an 11-year-old daughter, Lauren. “I’ll be there for
Homecoming 2003,” he promises, “and my 45th
Sentinel High School reunion!”
Louis Dudas '65, High Bridge, N.J., retired after
33 years of teaching French and modem European
history, 18 years o f coaching soccer, and 17 years of
running his own business, Palimar Driving School.
“I’m FREE now of my jobs,” he writes, “and plan to
visit Montana this summer with my wife, Elizabeth.”
Craig Piersoo ’67 teaches chemistry and m ath at
Billings Central Catholic High School following
nearly two decades of working at the Exxon-MobU
refinery in Billings. Craig and his wife, Mary Ann,
participate in regional hand-bell ringers’ confer
ences.
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JF Purcell ’72

Montana
Websites, all in one place
w w w . o o l i n e m o n t a o a . c o m

Gregory Jergeson ’74

Edwin Cook ’75

advisory council of th e N ational Republican
Congressional Committee for California.
Edwin M. Cook 7 5 is executive director of the
Arizona Prosecuting Attorney’s Advisory Council,
responsible for training state, county and municipal
prosecutors. A designated public lobbyist at the
Arizona legislature, Ed is also vice president of the
National Association of Prosecutor Coordinators.
He and his children reside in Phoenix.
Karin L Ekanger 7 6 , Henderson, Nev., is an

educational consultant for Pearson Learning Group,
an educational publishing company.
Kevin R. Smith 7 8 married his high school

sweetheart, Rosemary Brill Smith, o n Oct. 19,2002.
Self-employed, Kevin is writing a civil war romance.
He and Rosie plan to move from Bloomington, III.,
to A tlanta in May.
Thomas P. Barnett 7 9 seldom missed a televised

Griz game the past three years at McDuffy’s, a sports
bar in Tempe, Ariz., just down the street from the
Sun Devil Stadium. O n O ct. 19, the Griz game ran
up against the televised Arizona State University
game. Tom reports that th e ASU fans were “puzzled
why the bar had M ontana’s game on a big screen
and the ASU game o n a small T V next to it. T he
answer,” he conveyed, “is because McDuffy’s takes
care of us regulars!” Tom continues, “T he A SU fans

VARIABLE
INTEREST RATES
ON FEDERAL
STUDENT LOANS
ARE AT A
HISTORICAL LOW.
These low rates will offer
a fantastic opportunity
for many borrowers to

Charles Czamiecki ’8 3

Shelley Kirilenko ’83

were amazed at how many games we [Griz fans]
watched th e re . . . and thought our stadium was awe
some also.”

80s
Daniel E. Shapiro, M.F.A. ’80, New York City,

received a National Endowment for the Arts fellow
ship to complete the translation of “Cipango,” a
poetry collection by Chilean poet Tomas Harris.
Stephen C. Stuebner '81 finished his seventh
book, “Cool N orth Wind: Morley Nelson’s Life with
Birds of Prey." T he father of sons Quinn, 5, and
Drew, 3, Steve lives in Boise where he’s run his own
independent writing business for 22 years.
Mark Bakeman, M.S. ’83, and Sharieen
Pendergrass Bakeman '84 own and manage Ensight

Technical Services Inc. of Longmont, Colo. Mark
leads projects relating to animals protected under
the federal Endangered Species A ct, designs habitat
conservation plans and “plays a fair game of tennis.”
Sharieen has written “T h e Canyon Wall,” a novel
set primarily in a canyon west of Missoula, due out
this spring, and admits, “Mark regularly beats me at
tennis.”
Charles “Czar” Czamiecki, M.B.A. ’83, celebrat

Ginger McDermld Allen ’84, Fort Meyers, Fla.,
and Randy G. McCormick 76, Naples, Fla., have
formed a partnership between their organizations to
teach the Florida Master Naturalist Program, an
environmental education program for the general

III HISTORY ON STUDENT LOANS
Call the LOAN CONSOLIDATION
HOTLINE at 1-800-852-2761 ext. 9750
or Log on to mhesac.org, click on Consolidation;
to find out if consolidation is right for you.

and effectively lock-in

SWIFTSTART BONUS FOR APPLYING EARLY
- LIMITED TIME OFFER!

these low rates with a

A s a n added in cen tive , M HESAC (M ontana H ig h er E ducation
S tudent A ssistance C orporation), is o ffe rin g a loan rebate to
encourage you to keep y o u r lo an s in M ontana.

consolidation.

Shelley Nelson Kirilenko ’83, M.A. ’88, lives in
Bethesda, Md., with her husband, Andrei, and son,
Luke Nelson Kirilenko, bom August 21, 2002.
Shelly has w ritten “A.B.D.,” an academic
satire/mystery novel, and a screenplay, “Light and
Dark.” She and Andrei produced a short film based
on the screenplay. Shelley writes, “T he writing muse
struck after I got my Ph.D. in Germ an at the
University of Pennsylvania. T here were enough
characters in that department to provide plenty of
material.”

, LOWKT
INTEREST
RATES

consolidate their loans

fixed rate student loan

ed his 50th birthday with a buddy jump out of an air
plane at 14,000 feet. He and his wife, Barb, cele
brated their 26th anniversary in September with a
sunrise hot air balloon ride. C hief of the 30-person
Systems Engineering Policy Division at WrightPatterson A ir Force Base in Dayton, Ohio, Col.
Czamiecki began his 28th year in the A ir Force on
New Year’s Day, 2003. His son, Cameron, is a
sophomore at the U.S. A ir Force Academy; daugh
ter Vicky is a freshman at Colorado University in
Boulder.

L og on to m h e s a c .o rg a n d s e e
h o w m u c h yo u c a n SAVEI
(d ic k through to S w iftsta rt tab le ). R estrictions apply.

‘Students who borrowed loans after 1992, generally have
variable rate loans which will allow them to benefit from
consolidating betw een July 1, 2002 a n d Ju n e 3 0 ,2 0 0 3 .
Consolidating your student loans is not alw ays th e m ost
cost effective way to handle your loan a n d som e benefits
on loans m ay b e lost when consolidating. ‘For borrowers
who borrowed all loans after 7/1/98 a n d a re still in grace
period or deferm ent the consolidation rate would b e 3.5%.
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Daniel B. Home ’85

Schwanke

P I J M MR R

Institute

June 15-27, 2003 Give your te e n a g e r a ta s te o f college life!
For m ore inform ation,
p le a s e c a ll th e DHC a t
4 0 6 .2 4 3 .2 5 4 1 or e-m ail:
dhc@ selw ay.um t.edu
A p p lic a tio n d e a d lin e :
A p ril 1 , 2 0 0 3
Some scholarship support available
on the basis of financial need

APPLY EARLY!
The University of

Montana

T h e S chw anke S u m m er In stitu te , sponsored b y
T h e D avid so n H o n o rs College, is designed to
give h ig h school juniors a n d seniors a n exciting
academ ic experience. S tu d e n ts choose fro m
a m o n g th e follow ing tw o -cred it courses offered
b y th re e o f U M ’s o u tsta n d in g faculty:
"Relativity: From Galileo to Einstein an d Beyond,"
"Creative W riting," a n d "Islam an d the W est" (tentative).
S tu d e n ts w ill also hike in th e R attlesnake
W ilderness area an d picnic a t Seeley Lake.

trust
is vital for good financial
planning. It's built on
honesty and communication.
A trusted partner will help
guide you to safety and
protect you in moments of
risk. At D.A. Davidson & Co.,
trust isn't a trend.
It's been our way for nearly
70 years.

D.A.
DAVIDSON Davidson
COMPANIES & Co. "sr
Financial advice for the long run
dadavidson.com

Billings • Bozeman • Butte • Dillon
Great Falls • Hamilton • Havre • Helena
Kalispell • Livingston • Missoula • Whitefish
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public. Ginger is a senior biological scientist at the
University of Florida; Randy is the education coor
dinator a t southwest Florida’s Rookery Bay National
Estuarine Research Reserve.
Daniel B. Horne '85 turned 40 last year and cele
brated with a five-day reunion at Lake View House in
the Adirondacks. Among family and friends who
attended were several good Griz buddies from the
1980s and an errant black bear. Pictured bottom to top,
left side are Jim Thompson '81, Fort Belvoir, Va.; Mary
Arens Home ’84, Girard, Ohio; Doug Marsh '83, M.S.
’87, Batavia, 111.; anJ Dean Marsh 'S3, Kalispell. Right
side, bottom to top: Terry Jones '83, Montgomery, 111.;
Dan Home ’85, Girard, Ohio; and Chuck Zacky.
M.F.A. ’83, M.S. ’87, Laguna Hills, Calif.
Joseph L Thaggard '85, J.D. ’89, was appointed a
federal prosecutor for the U.S. Attorney’s Office in
Great Falls. He previously served 12 years as an
assistant M ontana attorney general.
John L Scott, M.B.A. ’87, managed his son
Robb’s little league all-star team, helping them earn
a berth in the 2002 Little League World Series. An
assistant coach for his daughter Ellen’s fast pitch
softball team, John and his family traveled with her
team to the 2002 National Softball Association
Super World Series. W hen not attending ball
games, the Scotts reside in Clemmons, N.C.

Charlene Schildwachter ’9 2

Laurie Schneider 9 2

Michael J. Darcher, M.A.

88, M.F.A. 88,
Tacoma, Wash., was honored by th e Pierce College
District faculty for his innovation and dedication to
the teaching profession. A short story author and
writing teacher a t Pierce College Fort Steilacoom,
Michael also organized the sudent literary arts mag
azine.
Bradley A. Larson ’88, Nampa, Idaho, is the
senior programmer analyst for the state of Idaho’s
Department of Environmental Quality.
Leonard M. Schaff ’88 earned a master’s degree in
counseling psychology at National University in
San Diego. Leonard works in a casino near San
Diego and is an assistant women’s basketball coach
at Cuyamaca College. “The basketball team is strug
gling,” he writes, “but I enjoy it none the less.”

# ’90s
John F. Harrison ’92, M.P.A. ’98, Washington,
D.C., is one o f four UM class of 1989 R O T C commissionees selected to attend the 2002-2003 U nited
States Army Command and General Staff College
class a t Fort Leavenworth, Kan. Major Harrison
writes, “All of us [Ronald W. McNamara ’89, Fort
Irwin, Calif., Garnet Derby ’89, Vicenza, Italy, and
Edward J. Byrne ’92, Fort Irwin, Calif.,] are activeduty with the rank of major. W e were all commis
sioned together as second lieutenants. This is cer
tainly the most UM graduates from a single class to
be selected to attend the prestigious U.S. Army
School.”
Charlene Nelson Schildwachter ’92 started the
public relations, marketing and communications
business, Creative Solutions. Charlene has more
than 12 years in the communications arena. She
and her husband. Gregory Schildwachter, Ph.D. ’ 97,
reside in Boise, Idaho.
Laurie Smithson Schneider ’92 is a financial con

sultant with D.A. Davidson in Missoula. Previously
Laurie was a teacher and coach in Missoula and the
Bitterroot Valley.
Edward M. Tinsley ’92, a new Lewis and Clark

County Commissioner, is serving his second term as

Edward Tinsley ’9 2

the National Com m itteem an for the M ontana
Democratic Party. Ed and his wife, Sue, their chil
dren, Eleanor and Samuel, and dogs, Boomer and
Baxter, reside in Helena.
Julie '93 and Rkhard W. Jassen ’93 live in Ronan
where R ich is director o f the Environm ental
Protection Division for the Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes and Julie coordinates the Upward
Bound and Gear Up programs at Salish Kootenai

h o u s e

College. Rich writes, “We have two children, Jenna,
a future Lady Griz, and Jake, who has autistic spec
trum disorder. We both cheer on the Griz and lobby
our state and federal governments for more autism
research to help cure this disability.”
J. Chris Lorentz ’93 and Jean E. Totebusch
Lorentz ’93 announce the August 20, 2002, birth of

Eric Kelly Lorentz. Eric joins sister Elizabeth A nne
at the Lorentz home in Seeley Lake. Chris is the

Interested in
giving back to your
alma mater?

o f I

"The House o f Delegates is
a great way to stay engaged
with UM activities. I t gives
me an opportunity to
contribute back to the
University, which gave
me so much."
-Sage Grendahl '01

Get involved w ith your
Alumni A ssociation
by becom ing a
House o f D elegates
member. Support
UMAA by join in g with
alum ni all over th e
country. A ssist with
even t planning,
stu d en t recruitm ent,

For more inform ation, call

leg isla tiv e is su e s
and more!

s

Promote Your Company at Career Services

Do You Hire Collecre Graduates?
H iring em ployees w ith U M degrees increases the quality o f a com pany’s w orkforce.
C om petition to hire new graduates can b e fierce. G ain a n advantage and p ro m o te your
com pany to the thousands o f students th a t use C areer Services.

B u ild th e F u tu r e o f Y our C o m p a n y !
T h e O ffice o f C areer Services offers you the o p p o rtu n ity to advertise

Contact M ike
Heuring, Director,
to discuss nam ing
opportunities.

your com pany to potential em ployees by nam ing a section o f its newly
constructed C areer C enter. T h is state-of-the-art facility is used by
students year-round and p u ttin g your nam e o n a ro o m will increase your
com pany’s nam e recognition. N am ing opportunities include: interview
room s, a co m p u ter lab, a resource library, a reception/w aiting area, and a
testing center. Y our s u p p o rt is tax-deductible through the UM Foundation.

T-Shirts & Beer Stuff from
Moose's Saloon in Montana!

Phone:

406-243-2236
Email: M heuring
@ mso.uint.edu

Jr M o n tan a

A ttra c t T o m o rro w ’s S ta r E m p lo y e e s

FREE color brochure available
Moostly M ooses . PO Box 668. Kalispell. M ontana 59903
Phone: 1-406-755-6667
Fax: 1-406-755-9391
web: http^/www.montanaweb.conVmooses
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

Cheyan Towne ’9 5

EARN A DEGREE FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
YOUR TIME - YOUR PLACE
Academic departments of The University of MontanaMissoula team with Continuing Education to offer a
variety of convenient evening, weekend and online
programs. IPs your degree. A s k for details today!

UM O NLINE (A nyw here)
External Pharm D
Library Media Endorsement
MBA Foundation Procjram
Master of Public Administration

BILLINGS
AAS in Surgical Technology

(w ith MSU-Billings, St V incent H ealth C are an d
D eaconess Billings Clinic)

Master of Business Administration

BITTERROOT VALLEY
Master of Education in Curriculum Studies

BOZEM AN
Master of Business Administration

BUTTE
AAS in Surgical Technology

(with M ontana Tech an d St Ja m e s Health Care)

Master of Business Adipimstration
Master of Education in Cumculum Studies

GREAT FALLS
Master of Business Administration

HELENA
Master of Business Administration

KALISPELL
Master of Business Administration
Master of Education in Educational Leadership
Upper Division/Undergraduate Courses

M ISSOULA
Master of Business Administration
Master of Arts in Counselor Education

Douglas Bucklin ’9 6

Brendon Burchard ’99

Blackfoot River recreational manager for the
M ontana Fish, Wildlife and Parks Department.
Justin L Knowles '95 and Tiara Christopher
Knowles ’96 live in Tucson, Ariz., with their son,
Roman Bridger, bom June 2, 2002. Justin received
his medical doctorate degree from the University of
Washington on June 8, and is currently an emer
gency medicine resident at the University of
Arizona.
Cheyan M. Towne '95, Peru, Ind., is national
director of promotions for Kindervision Inc. In 2001
Cheyan received her M.B.A. in marketing from the
University of Akron. She has also worked in direct
mail and brand marketing in Las Vegas.
Douglas J. Bucklin. Ph.D. ’96, an associate with
Parsons Behle and Latimer in Salt Lake City, prac
tices intellectual property law relating to biotech
nology. He is registered to practice before the
United States Patent and Trademark Office.
Jennifer Zellmer '98, Missoula, announces a
reunion for the University College and Academic
Advising Peer Advisors, Supervisors and Student
Supervisors to be held during Homecoming 2003,
Oct. 3,4. E-mail Jen at jenniferzellmer@hotmail.com
or contact the University College and Advising
Program at 406-243-2835 for more information or to
register for the reunion.
Brendon L. Burchard ’99, M.A. ’01, San
Francisco, has written “T he Student Leadership
Guide” in conjunction with U M ’s C enter of
Leadership Development. Brendon is donating a
portion of the proceeds from the sales of the book to
the University C enter in hopes of building a
stronger leadership program for UM students.
Brendon is also a human performance consultant
and conducts personal coaching sessions and lead
ership presentations.
Rachel B. Kennon ’99 is a natural resource spe
cialist for the Forest Service in Panguitch, Utah. In
2002 Rachel received a Master of Science degree in
forestry from Virginia Tech.

$ ’00s
Miles B. Waggener M.F.A. ’01, Prescott, Ariz.,
won the 2002 Washington Prize for his full-length
poetry manuscript, “Phoenix Suites.” A Richard
Hugo Scholar while at UM, Miles is a writing
instructor at Prescott College and editor of its liter
ary journal, Alligator Juniper.

N ew L ife M

embers

Brian L Adams *99, Helotes, Texas

External Degree Programs, Continuing Education
Telephone: (406)243-6431 E-mail: edp@mso.umt.edu
Website: www.umt.edu/ccesp/extemal

T h e U n i v e r s i t y o f Mo n t a n a - M i s s o u l a

Jaime L Adams ’99, Helotes, Texas
Brice A. Adams *99, Naples, Fla.
Jeanne Mathews Bender 65, J.D. ’85, Billings
Ronald J. Bender, M.Ed. 7 0 , Billings
Kevin J. Carroll 98, Missoula
Stacey Hargesheimer-Carrofl 92, Missoula
Judy Johnson Fredenberg. M.P.A. ’82, Missoula
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Change of Address ?
Please call 1-877-UM ALUMS or send an e-mail to the
Alumni Association at alumnote@selway.umt.edu for name and
address changes or to stop receiving the Montanan.

Kevin R. Fredenberg '81, Missoula

J. Stanley Hill '34, Scottsdale, Ariz.

Donald Forrest Claypool 39, Kalispell

Edward L Gunderson '57, Mill Valley, Calif.

Dorothea Swartz Reynolds '34, Salem, Ore.

Mary Eleanor Galt ’39, Om aha, Neb.

Cheryl Litschauer Hail 7 6 , Missoula

Unwood E. “Monte” Reynolds '34, Salem, Ore.

Martin Logan Huggins ’39, Kalispell

Rock J. Hall '83, Missoula

Florence Bingham Vargo '34, Missoula

William E. Moore '39, Butte

Oscar C. Hauge, J.D. '56, Aiea, Hawaii

Bem ice Kitt Ellinghouse '35, Missoula

Jeannette McMahon Zeihen ’39, Butte

Gary Hood '98, Pharm.D. '00, M.B.A. '02, Kent, Wash.

Grant Pierce Raitt ’36, Billings

Gordon H. Bryan '40, Missoula

Kelli L Keeley 01, Missoula

Stephen C. Wilkie ’36, M.S. ’38, Healdsburg, Calif.

Torrey Benton Johnson '40, Kirby

Donald W. Kinney '64, Fredricksburg, Texas

William E. Denty '37, Deer Lodge

Eugene Fay Landt '40, Wisconsin Dells, Wis.

Brian L Knaff '67, Las Vegas

Donald Arthur Harby '37, Missoula

Arthur J. Pearson '40, Williamsburg, Va.

Linda Harman McCulloch '82, M.Ed. ’90, Helena

Evelyn Hughes Murphy '37, Poison

J. Boyd Price '40, Reno, Nev.

William N. McCulloch '82, Helena

Joseph S. Persha '37, Lakeside

Ira F. Beeler, J.D. ’41, Billings

Joseph F. McDonald '58, M.Ed. '65, Ed.D. ’82, Ronan

Edward A. Schmoll ’37, ’65, Missoula

Louise Rostad Campbell '41, Deer Lodge

Adam L McQuiston '01, Missoula

Bemice Dotseth Bell '38, G reat Falls

Kathryn Russell ’41, Rochester, N.Y.

Keli W. McQuiston '00, Missoula

Archie P. Minde '38, Libby

Ruth Cooney Chilton ’42, Helena

A. John Alexander ’39, Twin Falls, Idaho

Jean Nelson Davidson ’42, Seattle

Janice Nagy-Heitzman. Arlee
Teresa O’Neill '87, Portland, Ore.
Daniel L. Rothlisberger '66, J.D. '69, Woodbridge, Va.
Kathryn L Sherry '88, Missoula
John W. Stipe '59, Spokane, Wash.
Kay LeFevre Stipe '59, Spokane, Wash.
Alex M. Subrayan M.B.A. '92, Missoula
Ronald D. Venn '86, Bellevue, Wash.

In M

e m o r ia m

To be included in In Memoriam, the Alumni
Association requires a newspaper obituary or a let
ter of notification from th e immediate family. We
extend sympathy to the families of th e following
alumni, faculty and friends.
Zoe Dawes Barthelmess '26, Spokane, Wash.
Leonard W. Brewer ’28, Missoula
Earl E. Eck ’30, Missoula
Robert James Brown '32, Irvine, Calif.
Dalton Henry Simmons '32, Walla Walla, Wash.
Betty Foot Henderson ’33, Sacramento, Calif.
Robert Matsen ’33, Portland, Ore.
Joseph Abraham Forzley ‘34, Cascade

The U niversity o f

M ontana

R ev isit y o u r a lm a m a te r. R eesta b lish re la tio n sh ip s.
R e q u e st y o u r free S u m m e r S e m e s te r c a ta lo g a n d
R e g iste r fo r in n o v a tiv e c o u rs e s today.

m o n t a n a s u m m e r .c o m
J o in d istin g u ish e d facu lty a n d e x p e rie n c e th e d iv e rsity o f U M 's d y n a m ic 2 0 0 3

Excellence
in
Degrees

S u m m e r S e m e ste r. U M ’s S u m m e r S e m e s te r p ro v id e s a v e n u e s to accelerate
d e g re e p ro g ra m s , b e g in a d v a n c e d d e g re e s, in v e stig a te d y n a m ic to p ic s a n d
e x p lo re n e w d iscip lin es. E n jo y a relax ed c a m p u s a tm o s p h e re , sm all class
sizes a n d e x c itin g o u td o o r a ctivities.
F o r m o re in fo rm a tio n , c o n ta c t S u m m e r P ro g ra m s
a t s u m m e r@ m s o .u m t.e d u o r call (406) 2 4 3 -6 0 1 4 .
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John Paul Dratz ’42, ’46, Missoula

William R. Neel ’51, Vancouver, Wash.

Cletus G. Smith '56, Libby

Maribeth Kitt Lynn '42, Gibbon, Neb.

Wallace James Dobbins '52, M.Ed. ’58, Tucson, Ariz.

Richard M. Bergsing 57, San Carlos, Calif.

Robert H. Ottman ’44, Altus, Okla.

Peter Gene Huchala '52, Seattle

Ronald Lundquist '57, M.B.A. '67, Grants Pass, Ore.

Jean Elliot MacDonald '45, Missoula

Lee Z. Johnson ’52, Boston

Sandra S. Christensen '58, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Betty J. Barry ’47, Vail, Ariz.

Richard Don Uchtwardt ’52, Fairfax, Va.

Donald W. Lundahl '58, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Marpha Hunter Cockrell 47, Des Moines, Wash.

Walter Sam Murfitt '52, ’56, J.D. ’57, Helena

Thea Williams Tidyman '58, Hayden Lake, Idaho

Margaret Gark Standi '47, Indian Wells, Calif.

Ginton James White '52, Poison

Beverly S t John Tucker '58, Casper, Wyo.

Edward Gerald Thomas '48, M.Ed. ’51, Billings

John Jacob Hoffman ’53, M.A. ’61, Lakewood, Colo.

Gary K. Hanson '59, Kalispell

John C. Stevens '49, Palo A lto, Calif.

John L Adams, J.D. ’54, Billings

Curtis A. Stadstad ’59, M.A. ’69, Orem, Utah

Frank Allen Weedman ’49, Helena

Jack M. Dollan '54, Whitefish

George Edward Evans ’60, Kalispell

Robert Bruce Young '49, Cascade

Elaine N. Flint, M.A. ’54, Green Valley, Ariz.

Fredrick 0 . Barrett ’61, M.Ed. ’71, Moore

Lawrence E. Ryan '50, M.Ed. ’55, Payson, Ariz.

Delbert M. Mulkey ’54, Paris, France

Lorelee Olson Guanell '61, Butte

Charlotte Spain Grabow '51, Bozeman

Raymond S. Halubka 55, Billings

Cheryl Pomphrey Wagner '61, Ronan

Richard D. Keith '51, Olympia, Wash.

David Charles Collier '56, Phoenix

John Dennis Cronin '62, Missoula

Frank N. Lund berg ’51, Camarillo, Calif.

Ruth M. Franz SIRer '56, Bigfork

Violet Kennedy Van Hoose '64, Kennewick, Wash.
Curtis E. McMarrell '65, Eureka
Roseanne Lowney Ylinen ’65, Prosser, Wash.
Donella Morton Smith '66, M.Ed. ’72, Hot Springs
Glenda Dodd Hamblin '67, Deer Lodge
David L Hamilton ’67, San Diego
Douglas M. McDonald ‘67, Troutdale, Ore.
Walter C. Derby '68, Missoula
Ronald C Leland '68, Helena
Ron H. Beck, M.Ed. ’69, Magrath, Alberta
Marcella Margaret Burke ’69, Helena
Thomas J. Heaney ’69, San Jose, Calif.

... and we’re not talking about your golden retriever.

Terry “Rip” Raddiffe, M.A. ’69, Billings

We’re talking about Mountain West Bank, where Montanans have found safe,
predictable options for financial security for more than 10 years.
Call or come by to learn about our competitive rates on CDs, IRAs and more.

Richard R. Seitz '72, Missoula
Gerald D. Slater ’72, M.Ed. 7 3 , Ronan
Bill E. Ingraham 73, Kent, Wash.
Michael T. Stewart 7 3 , Hamilton
M. Barbara Crase 7 4 , 7 5 , Santa Monica, Calif.
Bruce D. Cunningham 7 4 , Billings

Montana owned, Montana proud.

Ronald B. Howell 76, Anchorage, Alaska

j

t MOUNTAIN WEST BANK

•

Helena 449-2265 ♦ Great Falls 727-2265 ♦ Kalispell 752-2265
Bozeman 587-5600 ♦ Missoula 542-6222 ♦ www.mtnwestbank.com

Visit

(4 0 6 ) 2 4 3 -6 4 1 9

edoutreach@mso.umt.edu
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Christine Scoggins Boyd 78, Morrison, Colo.

Earn UM academic credits online. UMOnline adds scheduling
flexibility, educational access and the same low tuition for both
residents and nonresidents. View the course schedules online at

http://umonline.umt.edu

montana-education .com
For more information, contact:
Educational Outreach

Lowell W. Young, M.Ed. 7 7 , Plentywood

UMOnline

The University of

M ontana

Terry J. Conway 7 7 , Laramie, Wyo.

--------------Sum m er Spectrum

2003

Continuing Education features an exciting array o f summer
courses designed for educational recertification, professional
development, outdoor learning and personal enrichment.
Visit montanasummer.com and select: summer spectrum

Ronan G. O’Donnell 7 9 , Helena

Ferol Prestwich Leese, Stevensville

Edward Leon Brown ’82, Arlee

Mary Charlotte Word Mathers, Miles City

Ronald L Stoolman '88, J.D. ’92, Kent. Wash.

Martha M. Sheffler, Irvine, Calif.

Coral Rose Vlllarin ’89, Missoula

Ned Smartt, Missoula

Betsy Brown Nystul, M.A.S. ’91, Kansas City. Mo.

Lawrence J. Topel Missoula

Greg S. Olsen ’94, Reno, Nev.

Michael E. Wachtel, Oshkosh, Wis.

Shannon Burton ’96, Thompson Falls

Bonnie Wolgamot, G reat Falls

1 5 -1 7 Class Reunions (1933,
1943,1953), Missoula
17
UM Commencement

BIRTHS

19

M ay 2 0 0 3

Kenneth James Mahler ’96, Arlee
Chad L Stewart ’97, Lolo
Shonda Lynn Ede ’98, San Diego
Lavon J. Piute ’98, Florence
Carolyn Rose Brooks ’02, Arlee
Holly K. Mueller ’03, Missoula
Stephen E. Ambrose, Bay St. Louis, Miss.
Priscilla Chadduck, Bellevue, Wash.
Joan Christopherson, Arlee
David H. Dinwoodie, Charlo
Edward B. Dugan. Missoula
Leslie Fiedler, Buffalo, N.Y.
Sally Ann Freeman, Federal Way, Wash.

A l u m n i E ven ts

Casey Lee Peiffer to Karl Galle Peiffer ‘94 and
Scott Peiffer, April 10, 2002, KalispelL
Audrey Moore to Christopher L Moore ’92 and
Katherine Moore, O ctober 3, 2002, Reston, Va.
Isabell Faith Gatzemeier to Russell 0 .
Gatzemeier 87, M.B.A. ’91, and Susan Petersen
Gatzemeier ’93, O ctober 27,2002, Chelan, Wash.
Lauren Chiesa Anderson to Gregory M. Anderson
’88 and Paula Chiesa Anderson ’88, November 3,
2002, Phoenix

Alumni Dinner,

Portland, Ore.
2 0 -2 7 Alumni Travel,
In the Wake of Lewis & Clark
Ju n e 2 0 0 3

8 -1 6

Alumni College Abroad,

Swiss Alps
For more information on th ese events, call th e
UM Alumni Association: 1-877-UM ALUMS

Marina Kanevskaya, Missoula

H o m e c o m in g zpe 3
Football G am e - Grizvs.CalPoly
Grizzly Growl Pep Rally
Singing on tbe Steps
Parade - Fireworks - Dance
40 tb Reunion - Class oi 1963
and muck, much more!

information contact
KpTalpAmmni Association
M S ^ ^ M .A L U M S
K y v y w .u m t .e c lu /a lu m n i „

r L />. W M iM L
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Real Estate

f U m e m b e r th f t

D IS T IN G U IS H E D A L U M N I AWARDS
It’s not too early to start thinking about nominat'
ing outstanding alumni for 2004! Bach year the
UM Alumni Association honors outstanding alum'
ni at Homecoming. Recipients of the Distinguished
Alumni Awards are individuals who have distin'
guished themselves in a particular field and have
brought honor to the University, the state or the
nation. The focus of this award is career achievement and/or service to UM. Up to six awards can
be given annually. All university alumni and
friends are invited to nominate a graduate or for
mer student for this award. Please call the Alumni
Office at (406) 243-5211 or 1-800-862-5862 to
request a nomination form. Nominations must be
submitted by February 1, 2004.
U C C F - U nited Campus Christian Fellowship
Reunion - October 4, Homecoming, Bill-Claudia
Hassler years. Contact Phil Doty, 707-422-3129,
olbbdoty@castles.com, Judy Stocking Doxtater,
jjdox@bigsky.net, 406-752-8687.

M itfeoula
100% Cotton T-Shirts - Adult S-XXL

$ 15.00 plus $4.00 s/h
406 721-8894

Designed by Glenns, &Amity53 Perks
amityandglenn@msn.com

Sign

c

Purchase Backroads videos
■ |
ClearwQterRiverRealty.com
SmithRiverRealty.com
SeeleySwanVacations.com

1 -^ 0 0 -5 7 7 -2 0 1 2
Info® Seeley Swan Brokers.com

Recreation O utfitters

o n lin e a t w w w .m ontanapbs.org
M ontana a Finest

Coffees & Teas
G lacier Blend
G rizzly Blend
Evening in Missoula
M ontana Gold

Made in Montana
Montana Antique Mall: Renovated with four floors.
35+ dealers: Antiques, Collectibles. Open 7 days,
331 Railroad, Missoula, MT (406) 721-5366.

I ’G l t e

C lassifieds

SIN C E 1972

BUTTERFLY HERBS
232 N. HIGGINS AVE. • MISSOULA, MT 59802
t o t f / a r 888.728.8780 406.728.8780

Retrace the Lewis & Clark Trail: CANOE, BIKE,
HIKE & WHITEWATER RAFT the most pris
tine areas through M ontana & Idaho.
Call 1-800-366-6246 for a free brochure;
www.trailadventures.com.
W O LF A N D BEAR T R IP S to Yellowstone and
Glacier. Join wildlife experts H ank and Carol
Fischer for an adventure to remember.
www.fischeroutdoor.com

A!iW«i AssoeicfBion a n d 0££ice of Cdpeep Sem/iees

Help UHf sH u d eufts piece itt ftogetkepl
Thanhyto-the/ m ore/than/ 1,000 alu m n i/ who *re c e n tly jo in ed /
a n M lu m Program/. T hrough/thiy valu able/
m en torin g/program , alu m n i/can /h elp UM ytu d en tya n d /
recent; g ra d # with/ ca reer ex p lo ra tio n an d / networking/. fo r
m ore/in fo rm a tio n a b o u t how YOU can /h elp
UM
ytu den ty an d/ alum ni/, please/ v iy it o u r w eb
1-877-UM ALUMS
~ 4o
(1-877-862-5867) M e/ a t www. um t. edu/oureerfayb_ alunv. htvrv
I tHe^ t4

^

■Gogeftltej? use cent make a perfeefi fifi!
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I DolACK

GALLeRY

Photography and digital imaging courses
in Yellowstone, Glacier, and Missoula this summer and fall.
For a catalog of all our programs, call 8 0 0 -394-7677
or visit www.rmsp.com.

S

8 0 0 -8 2 5 -7 6 1 3

www.dolack.com

Rocky Mountain
School of Photography

S tealing F ire
Detail

Letphotography take you.

" C o m e /'R L d e '

2003 Montana
Festival of the
Book

w C fc h /

floren ce/
and/
AliceA"

September 18-20
Downtown Missoula

Tour Today!

Featuring over eighty authors and panelists in
a variety of readings, discussions, exhibits
children’s programs, demonstrations, signings
entertainments, and receptions...
MOST EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Contact Kim Anderson (406)-243-6022
kanders@selway. umt. edu
Or visit the Festival website at www.bookfest-mt.org

MissouCa's Tremiere JAssistecCLiving
4 0 6 .5 4 2 .7 0 0 9

| kuAATter^gle^mt.aym/

ThePlaceto
Stay in Missoula
• Full amenities for your stay
• Close to the University
and Downtown
• Hot Tlib & Swimming Pool
• Fun Casual Dining
• Entertainment
• Separate Casino and Bar
with Large Screen TV’s

W e're Complete! —
W e're Competitive! —

Missoula * Temper's
Ronan
»

W e're Convenient!
and

We Care!

Missoula - Eastgate
Poison

Broadway• Missoula.

I-800-286-2316 •543-7231
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ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
President
Joseph R. Whittinghill ’89

3

Alumni are Found
in the “Darndest
Places”

Seattle

President-elect
R. Michael W. Higgs ’76

By J u lie S c h w a r t z w i t h P r o f e s s o r J o h n S p o re s

many ethnic varieties: Malay, Indian, Chinese, and regional

Associate Director, UM Alumni Association

specialties, as well as intriguing mixes of these.

Eagan, M inn.

Vice President
Mary Ellen Cawley Turmeli ’64
Rolling Hills Estates, Calif.

Past President
John C. Wertz ’61
A rlington, Va.

Board o f Directors
Dick W. Barr ’66
Ennis

Robert M. Carlson ’76, ’79
Butte

Lisette E Carter ’90
Spokane, Wash.

Janet Fowler Dargitz ’57
S tate College, Pa.

Leif “Bart” Erickson ’64, ’67
Missoula

Russell M. Hatch ’78
Mobridge, S.D.

David T. Kearns ’68, ’74
Las Vegas

Donald W. Kinney '64
Lakewood, Colo.

Donalee Beary LaBar ’65
G reat Falls

ast October found your roving associate director
heading for Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Why
Malaysia? Surprisingly, outside of N orth America,
Malaysia is the source of UM ’s second largest foreign student contingent; Japan ranks first.

L

Professor Maureen Fleming from UM’s School of

Kuala Lumpur in the mid-1980s. She encouraged the col
lege president, Dr. J. Lourdesamy, to guide transfer stu
dents to UM, and the floodgates opened. Fifteen
Malaysian students began the Malaysian Student
Association on campus in 1984- Today Malaysian alumni
number nearly 500.
UM Social Work Professor John Spores, who served as
faculty adviser to the association nearly every year since
1984, and his Malaysian wife, Sharifah Saharbi Syed
Ahmad, “Bi” for short, were on sabbatical last year on the

Billings

Michael J. McDonough '72

Missoula

Duncan A. Peete ’91

technology, broadcast and print journalism, human
resources, marketing, tourism, entertainment, and civil
service. Ellynita Lam in ’98, the first woman president of

El C ajon, Calif.

Colleen M. Schwanke ’94
Bozeman

The UM delegation enjoys an authentic Indian meal in Kuala
Lumpur.

the UM Malaysian Student Association, recently opened,
in the fashionable Bangsar district of Kuala Lumpur, an

island of Penang in West Malaysia. John and Bi’s enthusiasm, combined with the warm feelings Malaysian alumni

Australian franchise ice cream parlor serving Italian ice
cream made in Oregon.

hold for UM, proved a potent combination and the idea
of an alumni event took shape. Bi compiled an extensive
contact list and the Spores secured the Hotel Equatorial
for the reunion site. No easy task, as October is the
height of wedding season in Malaysia.
The reception and dinner on October 11 were lavish. If
my stomach recalls correctly, the buffet offered more than
thirty-two entrees! Malaysians adore food and food comes in

Most gratifying was the emotion expressed by our
Malaysian alumni that UM and its Alumni Association
helped arrange one of most outstanding alumni events in

Jason Thielman ’98

Portland, Ore.

ALUMNI OFFICE
Bill Johnston ’79, *91
Brandy Hall
T h e University of M ontana
Missoula, M T 59612-7920
406-243-5211
877-UM -ALUMS
ahimniOselway.umt.edu
www.umt.edu/alumni
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recruiting. UM Vice President Lloyd Chesnut tossed out a
dramatic challenge—offering a year’s graduate tuition to

positions in business, banking, education, information

Billings

Barbara Lee Pollem ’61

Helena

news from UM, discussed starting a Malaysian Alumni
Club, and how they, as former students, could help with

Attendees reflected the spectacular diversity of
Malaysian cultures; many have moved into prominent

Mora MacKinnon Payne ’54

Emily Hazelton Wells '91

UM faculty and staff renew friendships with Malaysian alumni
who attended the October gathering.

the person who recruits the most new students to UM.

Dallas

Missoula

A t the gathering old classmates renewed friendships
and visited with UM representatives. We shared the latest

Business Administration helped forge this connection
while teaching at Petaling Jaya Community College in

Tiffany Gribble Madden ’86

Robert J. Seim ’59

Julie Schwartz and John Spores sample the
sumptuous desserts at the Hotel Equitorial.

S p rin g 2003 Mo nianan

recent memory. A t the same time we were able to give
thanks and recognition to a group of former students who
enriched UM and the greater Missoula community while
they lived here and who will continue to carry the spirit
of their alma mater with them wherever they go.

Looking Back
By Ken Robertson 7 0

English Professor Edmund

M ontana K aim in editor 1969-70

Freeman; for provocative

t's hard to imagine a better place for bud
ding journalists than UM in the late
1960s. O n campus, we had the reputation
of ex-Montana Kaimin Editor David Rorvik to
live up to. Off campus, we had to live it down.

I

Rorvik was the brilliant student editor

thought from School of
Journalism Dean Nathaniel
Blumberg; and for professors
like Marguerite Ephron, who
schooled me equally in the
dactylic hexameter of

and Rhodes scholar who brought no small

Virgil's Aeneid and in her warmth and

amount of prestige to UM, but his controver

care for harried students.

tors who followed, starting in the fall of 1966

issues o f editing a campus daily, journalism

Among my favorite memories is watching
a new dean, boyish-looking Warren Brier,

when I arrived on campus, strove mightily to

Professor Ed Dugan was a judicious listener

argue toe-to-toe with gruff television corre

step out of that shadow. We seldom succeed

whose questions revealed the answers with

spondent Martin Agronski about the value of

ed, because he became a bit larger than life.

never a real word o f advice. J-school
Professor Bob McGiffert remains the only

a journalism education. And, of course, it

sial editorials upset the entire state. The edi

Still, the Kaimin remained a h ot issue

W hen I struggled to handle the daily

was Warren who told me about a
Washington newspaper named the Tri-City

was most involved, 1968-69 and 1969-70, we

man I've seen make a pressman's h at in one
class, mimic a pack of dogs singing a popular

covered and editorialized about the Vietnam

song in another, and boast of his $2 poem on

tor in 1976. I've had the good fortune of

War, the anti-war movement, drug use, stu

verbs of attribution, so named because that's

working there for twenty-seven years, the last

dent rights, and legalizing prostitution. And

what it sold for. He also convinced me—
rightly— that I could survive in newspaper

eleven as its editor.

work despite being a hunt-and-peck typist.

connections on page 21.

both on and off campus. In the two years I

our reporters exposed an R O TC professor
who had publicly pilloried the school for its

Herald, which was looking for a new city edi

Read more about Ken's family and its UM

immorality and then was caught soliciting a
police decoy prostitute in Salt Lake City.
I had the luck to interview a tipsy Donn
Pearce, the former prison inmate who wrote
Cool Hand Luke, at the home of English
Professor James Lee Burke (who himself
would later become famous for his Dave
Robicheaux detective novels). Pearce lived
up to his publicity photos, which made him
look like a sleepy, hung-over iguana with a
bad haircut. The interview was a ribald tale
of life in Florida's Raiford Prison—the incor
rigibility of what he called "alcoholic check
passers," male prisoners finagling to join the
prison choir so they could eyeball the women
inmates, and such bizarre folks as the lion
tamer who had shot free-ranging cattle to
feed his charges, believing the beef was wild
and free.
Then, as now, Missoula was a hub for aca
demic freedom, which regularly found its
voice in elegant letters to the editor by

M ontana A lu m n i A w ard P resented
C harter D a y 2 0 0 3
University of Montana Alumni
Association awarded its 2003
1 M ontana Alumni Award to Clark
’58 and Donna Hamor of Salem, OR, at
Charter Day ceremonies on February 21. A
Libby native,
Clark is an
emeritus
member of
UMAA’s
House of
Delegates, a
loyal baritone player in the Homecoming
Alumni Band, and a frequent U M represen'
tative at college fairs. Clark earned a
Bachelor erf Arts degree in education at
U M in 1958. H e later received a master’s
degree in library science from the

at

University of Michigan and a master’s
degree in education from Oregon College of
Education. Now retired, for thirty-six years
Clark was a librarian and media specialist in
schools, from elementary through college
levels. Today there’s time for fishing, fly
tying, and building fly rods. He and Donna
also enjoy reading and traveling in their
motor home. Donna worked thirty years as
a school librarian and enjoys helping Clark
with his UM activities. This past
Homecoming, Donna seamlessly stepped in
as receptionist and Girl Friday at the
Alumni Office—a volunteer position we’re
hoping she fills again this fall. Bart
Erickson, a Missoula member of UMAA’s
Board of Directors, presented the Hamors
with their award.
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Matching Gifts—a Company Benefit
that Benefits UM
our company’s matching-gift program is a good deal for you

three-to-one match is the largest UM knows of, but every match,

and for UM.

even a match of one-half to one, can be an advantage to U M when a

Y

$100 gift suddenly becomes $150.
W hen an employee takes advantage of a matching-gift pro

Last year UM received more than $160,000 in matches from com

gram, the participating company will give a gift to a non-profit orga

panies of 137 donors. The Foundation estimates several hundred more

nization like T he University of M ontana Foundation. T he matching

alumni work for matching-gift organizations, but are not taking

gift is credited to the same gift area as the original one. Nearly 1,000

advantage of this company perk. N ot knowing who works for compa

companies, mostly national organizations, although some are state- or

nies that match limits UM ’s ability to secure such gifts. “W e’d like to

regionally based, match employee gifts. Some will also match gifts

help employees take advantage of their companies’ generosity,” says

from company retirees, the spouse of a deceased employee, or a mem

Kathy Schaub, director of annual giving. “T h at’s why we try to get
updated information when students call during the phonathons.

ber of the company board of directors.
Amounts matched and rules about matching vary by company and
change frequently so you must check with your company’s human
resources department for qualifications and the forms. Some require a

W hen we know who works for a matching gift company, we can
remind them to apply for the match.”
Coral Williamson, manager of gift processing, has another sugges

will not match gifts for specific purposes such as tickets; others place

tion: “If donors include a business card with their gifts, we can alert
them to the matching-gift opportunity when we acknowledge their

no restriction on the gift.

gifts.”

minimum gift to be matched; nearly all have maximum limits. Some

Some companies have a very generous matching-gift program. A

CASE Recognizes S haren P e te rs on Impending R etirem en t
haren Peters, president of the UM

S

planned giving program and is widely regard

Foundation who has announced her

ed as one of the leaders in that field in

retirement as chief executive officer

effective June 30, received the CASE

Montana. She holds membership in several
planned giving organizations. Since 1999 she

Retirement Recognition Award at District

has been a member of the Governor’s Task

VIII’s annual conference March 10 in Coeur

Force on Philanthropy, appointed by Marc

d’Alene.

Racicot.
“The UM Foundation has been very, very

Peters was nominated for the honor by
President George Dennison, who praised her

fortunate to have had Sharen as our president

for her vision, practicality and for “injecting

and CEO. As our longest-tenured employee,

enthusiasm into giving programs at the UM

she knows the organization inside and out

Foundation.”

and has been an articulate advocate for sup

Peters has twenty years’ tenure at the
Foundation and has held positions in both
operations and fund raising. She began as an
accountant and was vice president for major

porting UM. She represents the very best of
professionals in the philanthropic field,” says
Deborah Doyle McWhinney. board chair.
“W hile we are sorry she is retiring, she is leav

gifts when she accepted the presidency in

ing the Foundation in a strong position. Both

2001. A t that time, Peters had said she would
hold the post for only a couple of years before

the board and staff wish her well.”

her retirement. Peters began the Foundation’s

cessor.
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A search is under way to name Peters’ suc
Shares Peters

Levitan S cholarships P rovide

W

for

F lathead L ake B io S tation

hen Flathead
Lake Biological
Station stu

dents talk about their
scholarship awards, most
of them say they are
“Levitan Scholars.”
T hat’s because most of
the scholarships exclusive
ly for bio station stu
dents—five in all— are
named for the five Levitan
siblings. Matthew Levitan
73 of Chappaqua, New
York, established the first
one in 1995. A n executive
with UBS Paine Webber,
he followed that scholar
ship with additional
awards honoring his broth
ers Mark, Charles, and
Robert and recently creat
ed the fifth award in
ho n o r o f K i| - r ' 9

Growing up enjoying outdoor Montana gave the Levitan children an appreciation for the state’s natural resources. It’s a value
that continues into their adulthood. Sledding near their Helena home are Matt, Chuck, Sara, Bob, and Mark Levitan.

Motivation for establish
ing the scholarships, Matthew says, was both
his interest in the biological station and out
of gratitude for a scholarship he received as a
UM student. W hen he transferred to UM for
his final two years in political science and

in its best nature,” he says.
He wants his family to share in that

summer from Incline Village, Nevada, where

resource, Flathead Lake. Like Matthew,

he heads the biology department at Sierra

Robert Levitan is a UM graduate, who’s using

Nevada College, to work as an instructor at
the Biological Station. There, he’s had oppor

ship. It made such a difference to him that he
ftiture students and felt the biological station
was a particularly important area to support.
The Levitans all grew up in Helena,
where they developed a love and apprecia
tion for the state, and Matthew believes sci
entific investigation, such as the work being
done at the Rathead Lake facility, holds the
key to preserving M ontana’s physical and
spiritual environment. “Growing up in
Montana developed us into the people we’ve
become, and I want to help preserve the state

Helena. Charles returns to M ontana each

preservation of M ontana and of its important

history, he was awarded a Watkins Scholar
vowed to create similar opportunities for

his 1982 geology degree as a hydrologist in

tunity to meet some of the Levitan Scholars.

UM Foundation manages
581 scholarship funds and in
1 fiscal year 2002 turned over
$2.4 million for awards to graduate
and undergraduate students.
Scholarships and fellowships are
ongoing fund-raising priorities for
the University. Call the Foundation,
243-2593 or (800) 443-2593. We
can help you help worthy UM stu
dents.

Mark, who also loved the outdoors, died in
an avalanche in 1969 while climbing with
fellow M ontana State University students in
Glacier Park. Sara and Matthew both earned
law degrees at Hastings College o f Law in
California. Sara now is a staff attorney with
the California Supreme Court.
The Levitan Scholarships currently pro
vide $2,500 stipends and it is Matthew’s goal
to continue building them until they can
provide full tuition awards for the five annual
Levitan Scholars.
S p rin g 2003 M ontanan
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Elegant Accomodations
& Fine Dinings
” The Tetter Wildlife Refuge offers private lodging
r;i.^foi$3j^% b tp^^gSujiful Bitterroot V|Uey.
Vfe qffer
hanth^ and frt^wStchiog on. 1300’
rp^ato>^(^ wUn;l a i tesw Bitteqpot Rivcraccess'!
Offering"year roun(T§eri^fesC^
1 -8 0 0 -3 4 3 ^ 3 7 0 7

or call 961 -3707
1292 Chaffin Ln. Corvallis MT 59828
■ y k rv rild jifc Q t?

x&mim

Western Montana’s Leading
Healthcare Team

POISON

W IN G A T E
IN N

FRENCHTOWN

MISSOULA •
k

Providing
Innovative and
Comprehensive
Healthcare
fo r Over
80 Years

A

_

BUILT FOR BUSINESS
A n d F amily F u n !

LOUD

.I
FLORENCE

■ Indoor waterpark, spa & fitness center
■ Microwave and refrigerators in every room
■ Free 24-Hour Business Center
■ Expanded Hospitality Breakfast

*9
A
\

Western
M ontana
Clinic

■ AAA, Senior & Corporate Rates
■ Free in-room high speed internet access

■ On-demand movies, Nintendo & more
5252 Airway Blvd. M issoula, M T
A irport ex it on I-9 0

406 . 54i . 80O O ■ 866. 832. 80 O O
4 0 6 /7 2 1 -5 6 0 0 • 8 0 0 /5 2 5 -5 6 8 8

H ave Your N ame Etched in Stone
Leave a lasting mark on the Oval by buying an engraved brick that helps
support The University of Montana. Each $150 brick makes a great gift
memorial, or tribute for UM alumni, students, classmates, family members
and friends.
For more information or a free brochure, call University Relations at (406)
243-2523 or visit www.umt.edu/urelations/bricks.
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B Low Maiptenance Cottages |

MontanalakeLiving
ForEveryone.

| Maintenance-Free Tbwnhomesil

Bordering Flathead Lake, the West’s
largest natural freshwater lake,
Mission Bay offers an exciting array
of residential alternatives.
Located on a 27-hole championship golf I
course, Mission Bay Golf Community
has maintenance-free townhames and
cottages plus homesites and “Builder
Select” finished homes. At the Mission
Bay Preserve you can choose from
homesites featuring panoramic
lake and mountain views.
Amenities include a community
center, walking trails and a
private beach and dock.
Glacier National Park and
Big Mountain Ski Resort are nearby.
Please contact us today
for complete information.

FLATHEAD LA K E COM M UNITIES

BFairways at Miasion Bay |

800-375-0487 • 406-883-1730
isfo@n1issionba7home.com
www.missionbayhome.oom
Hwy 35,1/8 mile from Hwy 93

Polacn, Montana

Mission Bay Preserve

We're handin'
in there.
But we could really use some help.
Every year about this tim e we m ake o u r plea for volun
tary subscriptions. We’ve been gratified by the response
the last two years. U nfortunately, w ith surging costs and
a slip-sliding budget, o u r financial situation remains
tenuous. W e re hoping you’ll help us stay in the saddle
w ith a v oluntary subscription o f $15. O r whatever you
can afford. T h an k s for show ing you care.
Send it to: T h e M ontanan
University Relations
T h e University o f M ontana
Missoula, M ontana 59812

SPE C IA L TAX
DEDUCTION
FO R M ONTANA
R E SID EN TS

Prepay your child/scoU^
today
a t tfa fraction o f tom orrows prices with the
CollegeSure® 529 Plan.

T h e M o n ta n a F am ily E d u c a tio n S av in g s P ro g ram
is a u n iq u e, sta te -sp o n so re d section 529 plan
th a t m akes it ea sie r th a n e v e r to sav e fo r college.
C ollege S av in g s B ank, p ro g ra m m anager, offers
C ollegeSure® C D s - - c e rtificates o f d ep o sits
in d ex ed to college co sts a n d g u a ra n te e d to m eet
fu tu re tu itio n , fees, room a n d b o a rd . A n d th e re a re
a w e a lth o f federal an d sta te ta x b en efits. In fact,
M o n ta n a re sid e n ts c an d e d u c t from sta te ta x a b le
incom e u p to $3,000 p e r y e a r ($ 6,000 jo in t) on
p ro g ra m co n trib u tio n s.

«

C h eck o u t th ese u n b e a ta b le features:
• C o lleg eS u re C D s a re g u a ra n te e d to m eet fu tu re
tu itio n , fees, ro o m a n d b o a rd n o m a tte r h o w high
costs clim b! A nd y o u r p rin cip al a n d in te re st a re
b ack ed b y th e full faith an d c re d it o f th e U .S .
g o v e rn m e n t u p to $100,000 p e r d ep o sito r.
• P a re n ts c an reta in co n tro l o f th e asse ts a n d o b tain
fav o rab le financial a id tre a tm e n t.
• E a rn in g s g ro w 100% ta x free a n d d istrib u tio n s
a re 100% ta x free w h e n used to p a y fo r college.®
• S pecial g ift a n d e sta te ta x b en efits m ak e the
p ro g ra m a ttra c tiv e to g ra n d p a re n ts, too.
• A n y fam ily in th e U .S . m ay p a rtic ip a te re g a rd less
o f incom e.
• U se a t a n y eligible college, u n iv ersity , p ro p rie ta ry
o r vo catio n al school w o rld w id e.
• S ta rt w ith ju s t $250. O r set u p d ire c t d e p o sits for
as little as $25 p e r p a y p erio d o r $ 100 p e r m onth
from y o u r financial in stitu tio n D o it today!

M O N TA N A
FAMILY EDUCATION SAVINGS

PROGRAM

C all to ll-fre e fo r a n in fo rm a tio n k it:

800 888-2723
-

Monday through Friday, 7 am - A pm MT

Enroll ontina at
http://montana.colla0a9avin98.com

* Changes in tax law affecting 529 plans enacted under the 2001 Tax Bill (EGTRRA), including favorable tax treatment of certain distributions, are due to expire in 2010 unless extended or made permanent by a new ac
© 2002 College Savings Bank, member FDIC. All rights reserved. College Savings Bank is program manager and account depository for the Montana Family Education Savings Program. Mailing address: PO Box 1732 Helen
Montana 59624. CollegeSure* CD is a unique investment product the creation and origination of which is covered by one or more patents owned by College Savings Bank. The CollegeSure CO is indexed to a m easure of initio
fees, room and board at independent colleges and universities. Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. Not insured by the state of Montana. Neither the principal invested nor the investment return is tprirrtim l by the state
Montana. Read the Offering Circular carefully before you invest or send money.
1 0 9 4 icx>*
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